December 4, 2014
MEMORANDUM
TO:

University Senate Members

FROM:

Donald Webster
Chair of the University Senate

SUBJECT:

University Senate Meeting on Thursday, December 11, 2014

The next meeting of the University Senate will be held on Thursday, December
11, 2014. The meeting will run from 3:15 p.m. – 5:00 p.m., in the Atrium of the
Stamp Student Union. If you are unable to attend, please contact the Senate
Office1 by calling 301-405-5805 or sending an email to senate-admin@umd.edu
for an excused absence. Your response will assure an accurate quorum count
for the meeting.
The meeting materials can be accessed on the Senate Web site. Please go
to http://www.senate.umd.edu/meetings/materials/ and click on the date of
the meeting.
Meeting Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Approval of the November 5, 2014, Senate Minutes (Action)
3. Report of the Chair
4. Review of Civility in the UMD Workplace Environment (Senate Doc. No.
12-13-54) (Information)
5. PCC Proposal to Establish a New Area of Concentration in Music
Education for the Ph.D. in Music (Senate Doc. No. 14-15-13) (Action)
6. PCC Proposal to Establish a Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages (Senate Doc. No. 14-15-14)
(Action)
7. Nominations Committee Slate 2014-2015 (Senate Doc. No. 14-15-15)
(Action)
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Any request for excused absence made after 1:00 p.m. will not be recorded as an excused
absence.

8. Special Order of the Day
Patricia Steele
Dean, University of Maryland Libraries
Books and So Much More!
9. New Business
10. Adjournment
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Any request for excused absence made after 1:00 p.m. will not be recorded as an excused
absence.

University Senate
November 5, 2014
Members Present
Members present at the meeting: 102
Call to Order
Senate Chair Webster called the meeting to order at 3:24 p.m.
Approval of the Minutes
Chair Webster asked for additions or corrections to the minutes of the October 9,
2014 meeting. Hearing none, he declared the minutes approved as distributed.
Report of the Chair
BOR Staff Awards
The Staff Affairs Committee is currently accepting nominations for the prestigious
Board of Regents’ Staff Awards. Eight individuals within the University System of
Maryland will be selected as award recipients, including one non-exempt and one
exempt staff member for each of the four award categories. Recipients will
receive a $1,000 award and system-wide recognition. Nomination packages
must be submitted to the Senate Office by Friday, December 12th. I encourage
you to support your fellow staff colleagues and nominate a staff member for an
award. Contact the Senate Office or visit the Senate website for more
information. This is an excellent opportunity for our staff employees to be
recognized for the amazing work that they do.
CIC Governance Conference
Past Chair Vincent Novara, Senate Director Reka Montfort and I attended the
annual meeting of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation at Ohio State
University in September. The two-day program included discussions on Best
Practices for Faculty Leaders, Setting Academic Priorities, and Faculty
Involvement in Searches. A panel covered the subject of Tackling College
Affordability that included OSU initiatives as well as projects to privatize some
current assets of the university. As one would expect with our Big Ten peers, a
team of leaders discussed the Changing NCAA Landscape with a range of topics
referencing current and future areas of concern in college athletics.
UMD Wins National Competition
University of Maryland Extension in the College of AGNR is home to our state’s
4-H program. This program reaches almost 100,000 youths in a range of
educational and leadership development programs. I am pleased to announce
that our Maryland 4-H Engineering Team recently attended the 64th National
A verbatim recording of the meeting is on file in the Senate Office.
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Engineering Challenge at Purdue University where our nine-member team won
first place in the Aerospace, Robotics and Small Engines competition. These
youths began working their way to the national competition at their local county
level, progressing through statewide and then to national competition.
Special Order of the Day
Wallace D. Loh
President of the University of Maryland, College Park
2014 State of the Campus Address
Chair Webster welcomed President Loh to present his address. President Loh
thanked Webster and the Senate for the opportunity to address them.
New Administrators
President Loh introduced Eric Denna, Vice President for Information Technology
and Chief Information Officer, and the new Deans of the College of Behavioral
and Social Sciences and the School of Public Policy, Gregory Ball and Robert
Orr. He also noted that the University welcomed 90 new faculty and new staff
such as the Director of the Health Center, David McBride, and the Title IX Officer,
Catherine Carroll. In addition, he announced the retirement of Terry Roach, Dale
Anderson, and Jim Sterling and thanked them for their service to the University.
The President announced searches for Deans for the College of Agriculture and
Natural Resources, College of Information Studies, and Undergraduate Studies.
Overview of Accomplishments
President Loh stated that he would give a brief overview of the University’s
accomplishments over the last four years and his vision and agenda through
2020. He congratulated outgoing Governor O’Malley and noted his significant
support of the University. He also congratulated Governor-Elect Hogan and
noted that he looked forward to working with him.
Undergraduate Education
President Loh provided statistics regarding undergraduate education. He noted
that the University had increased its recruitment of local high school students
from 25% to 33%. The median SAT score of the incoming freshmen class is
1310, with a 4.2 GPA. He stated that 44% of the incoming class were from
diverse racial backgrounds. President Loh noted that the May 2014 class
achieved an 85% graduation rate and that 40% of those students had an average
debt of $25,000. Those students had a 2.8% default rate, while the national
average is 13%. In addition, the placement rate is 75% at the time of graduation
and increases to 80-85% within six months.
President Loh provided an overview of changes to the general education
curriculum and noted that the living and learning communities had been
expanded, including the new cyber security program funded by Northrop
Grumman. He reported that the First-Year Innovation & Research Experience
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(FIRE) program was off to a successful start and that programs for innovation
and entrepreneurship now engage 6000 students and over 100 faculty.
Graduate Education
President Loh commented on the quality of graduate programs at the University
and stated that of the 55 programs included in the rankings, 35 are in the top 25
nationally. He commented that the time to degree had narrowed from 6.3 to 5.6
years across all disciplines. In addition, the completion rate is 65%. He said that
the metrics must be improved and that the University had invested in and grown
professional masters programs by 31 additional programs in the last three years.
There are also plans being made for professional doctoral degrees.
Research & Innovation
President Loh noted that in the era of potential sequestration, the University must
partner or perish. He congratulated the humanities and the Classics Department
for their recent award of $500,000 in grant funding. He highlighted the work with
MPower, which has created interdependence between the institutions. This
collaboration has resulted in 71 joint appointments leading to over 200 proposal
submissions with a 30% success rate and a total of $79M in funding. In addition,
innovation has led to an increase of 50-60% in patents and inventions and 19
new startups. He noted that the Senate included recognition of innovation in the
recently passed appointment, promotion, and tenure (APT) process.
Capital Projects
President Loh noted that the University was engaged in $800M in renovations
and new construction. These include the Physical Sciences Complex (PSC),
Pocomoke Building, Prince Frederick Hall (cyber security lab), Oakland Hall,
Edward St. John Learning and Teaching Center (8 chemistry teaching labs),
Tawes Hall, the Bioengineering Building, and the Iribe Computer Science and
Innovation Center. In addition, he commented on the new Hotel (with three
restaurants, a spa, coffee shop, approximately 300 rooms, and conference space
for 8-10,000 people), and 12 innovation incubators. He also noted that there
would be $700M in development in College Park including the Landmark (Book
Exchange and first-floor retail), Terrapin Row (replacing the old Knox Boxes with
new faculty and staff condominiums and first floor retail), market-rate housing,
and a grocery store. In addition, the University is exploring other partnerships in
the Arts.
Athletics
President Loh commented on the University’s move to the Big 10 conference. He
stated that season ticket sales are at the highest ever, private fundraising for
athletics is high, the teams are doing well, and the coaches are getting more
interest from top recruits. He stated that the settlement with the Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC) allowed them to keep the $31M that they withheld from NCAA
funds. He stated that the amount of revenue from the Big 10 was negotiated and
remains confidential, but that the media speculated that we are receiving $100M
A verbatim recording of the meeting is on file in the Senate Office.
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above what we would have had we stayed in the ACC. He noted that we have
ensured the future of athletics for the next 50 years. In addition, the Big 10 TV
contract will be approximately $40M per school, while the ACC contract was only
$17M. President Loh stated that not all of that would be placed in Athletics but
that some would be used for academic purposes.
Vision to 2020
President Loh stated that his vision for the University is to move it into the Top 10
public research universities. In addition, he has charged Provost Rankin with
developing a plan to update the University’s Strategic Plan by May 1, 2015.
Webster thanked President Loh for his presentation and noted willingness to take
questions from the Senate floor.
Q&A
Senator Alexander, emeritus faculty, inquired about what the University is doing
in coordination with Prince Georges (PG) County.
Loh responded that the University is working closely with the PG County Council.
We opened a charter school with a hybrid education. We have also improved
safety on Route 1. In addition, we have expanded the jurisdiction of the Code of
Student Conduct beyond campus boundaries. We have also supported the
construction of the Purple Line through campus and are working with developers
in the College Park area. We are also working with our congressional delegation
to bring the new Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) headquarters building to
PG County, which will be a huge engine for economic development.
Senator Belcher, undergraduate student, College of Behavioral and Social
Sciences, introduced Ori Gutin. He inquired how the President foresees the
affordability of higher education institutions?
Loh outlined the source of funding for the University including tuition revenue,
appropriations, overhead from grants and contracts, interest from fund balances,
and philanthropy. He noted that graduates borrowing $25,000 should view their
loans as an investment.
Senator Jacobson, exempt staff, inquired about the childcare center and other
family friendly initiatives?
Loh responded that the University Center or the Calvert Street areas are options
being considered for the childcare center. He stated that representatives from the
University are having conversations with contractors to run the center.
Campus Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC) Replacement Election
[Staff Senators Only] (Senate Doc. No. 14-15-08) (Action)
Webster noted that two of the elected staff senate representatives on the
Campus Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC) could no longer serve on
the committee. He stated that the Senate would hold a special election to fill the
A verbatim recording of the meeting is on file in the Senate Office.
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vacancies. He asked all staff senators to complete his/her ballot and stated that
the results of the election would be announced via email following the meeting.
Code of Academic Integrity Changes - Report (Senate Doc. No. 13-14-26)
(Action)
Kasey Moyes, Chair of the Student Conduct Committee, presented the
committee revisions to the Code of Academic Integrity and provided background
information.
Webster opened the floor to discussion of the proposal; hearing none, he called
for a vote on the proposal. The result was 76 in favor, 0 opposed, and 5
abstentions. The motion to approve the proposal passed.
New Business
There was no new business.
Adjournment
Senate Chair Webster adjourned the meeting at 4:35 p.m.

A verbatim recording of the meeting is on file in the Senate Office.
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1. On resolutions or recommendations one by one, or
2. In a single vote
3. To endorse entire report
4. For information only

Statement of Issue:

During the 2012-2013 academic year, the Senate Executive
Committee (SEC) received a proposal from a faculty member who
suggested that the University should do more to encourage respect
for others in the workplace and classroom environment. Anecdotal
evidence was shared, citing cases of what could be viewed as lack of
respect amongst faculty, staff, and students in certain
circumstances. The SEC reviewed the proposal and ultimately
decided to request that the Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion (EDI)
Committee conduct a broader review of how issues or concerns
related to civility in the workplace environment are handled at the
University for all employees. The SEC charged the EDI Committee
with this related review at the end of the 2012-2013 academic year.

Relevant Policy # & URL:

Principles for Ethical and Responsible Conduct (PERC)
http://www.responsibleconduct.umd.edu

Recommendation:

The EDI Committee recommends minor modifications to the first
principle of the Principles of Ethical and Responsible Conduct (PERC),
“Respect for Others.” With these additions to Principle One, the
committee asserts that PERC adequately expresses the University’s
commitment to a respectful working and learning environment, and
thus does not recommend that the University adopt a separate
campus-wide civility statement. The committee also recommends
increased promotion and broad-based communication of PERC,
especially the first principle of “Respect for Others,” as a tool for

encouraging a culture of respect at the University of Maryland on an
ongoing basis. The committee recommends that current policies
and procedures available to faculty, students, and staff at the
University of Maryland who experience lack of respect in the
workplace or classroom be more widely publicized, along with the
availability of the various ombuds officers. The committee has also
put forward 12 administrative recommendations for increased
promotion of PERC in the attached report.
Committee Work:

The EDI Committee discussed this charge throughout the 2013-2014
academic year and the fall 2014 semester. Following advice from
the Chair of the Senate and Director of the Senate, the committee
focused its work on issues of respect for others, rather than on
“grievances,” as was written in the charge. The committee
completed all main items of the charge, including consultation with
the ombuds officers, as well as members of the Conflict Resolvers
Network (CRN), research of civility statements at peer institutions,
review of the College of Arts & Humanities’ (ARHU) Civility
Statement and its practical applications, research of the resources
and training opportunities related to civility in the workplace
environment that are currently available at the University,
examination of whether workplace environment data is collected
from campus constituencies, and consultation with various unit
heads, directors, deans, and vice presidents on this complex topic.

Alternatives:
Risks:
Financial Implications:

N/A
There are no associated risks.
Financial resources, where available, may be needed to carry out
some of the administrative recommendations for increased publicity
of the Principles of Ethical and Responsible Conduct (PERC).
N/A

Further Approvals Required:

Senate Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion (EDI) Committee
Senate Document 12-13-54
Review of Civility in the UMD Workplace Environment – Report
November 2014
BACKGROUND
During the 2012-2013 academic year, the Senate Executive Committee (SEC) received a
proposal from a faculty member who suggested that the University should do more to
encourage respect for others in the workplace and classroom environment. Anecdotal evidence
was shared, citing cases of what could be viewed as lack of respect amongst faculty, staff, and
students in certain circumstances.
The SEC reviewed the proposal and ultimately decided to request that the Equity, Diversity, &
Inclusion (EDI) Committee conduct a broader review of how issues or concerns related to civility
in the workplace environment are handled at the University for all employees. The SEC
charged the EDI Committee with this related review at the end of the 2012-2013 academic year
(Appendix 1). The deadline was set for March 14, 2014.
Specifically, the committee was asked to:
1. Consult with the ombuds officers and review the efficacy of the mediation process.
2. Review existing college and divisional policies and mechanisms for handling grievances.
3. Research the resources and training related to civility in the workplace environment that
are currently available at the University.
4. Examine whether workplace environment data is collected from the various campus
constituencies, and whether such data is used to make improvements as needed.
5. Consult with various unit heads and directors to gain a better understanding of initial
grievance reporting processes.
6. Review the College of Arts & Humanities’ (ARHU) Civility Statement and its practical
applications.
7. Recommend whether the University should adopt a campus-wide civility statement.
COMMITTEE WORK
The 2013-2014 EDI Committee worked on this charge throughout the academic year. Following
advice from the Chair of the Senate and the Director of the Senate, the committee focused its
work on issues of respect for others, rather than on “grievances,” as was written in the charge.
As part of its research process, several members of the committee attended a free informational
webinar called, “Tools and Strategies for Fostering a Civil Work Environment” in January 2014.
The EDI Committee identified people from across campus to contact in order to fulfill items one,
two, and five of the charge. The committee drafted several exploratory questions and distributed
them to a sampling of people via email in February 2014. Responses were collected and
compiled by the Senate Office. Identifying information was removed from the responses before
they were provided to the committee for its review.
The EDI Committee also consulted with several members of the Conflict Resolvers Network
(CRN) in March 2014, including the Staff Ombudsperson, Undergraduate Student

Ombudsperson, Campus Compliance Officer, as well as representatives from Staff Relations,
the Faculty & Staff Assistance Program, and the Center for Leadership and Organizational
Change (CLOC).
Due to the complex nature of this review, the EDI Committee found that it would not be able to
meet its original deadline of March 14, 2014. Thus, in March 2014 the EDI Committee
submitted a request for a deadline extension to the SEC. The SEC granted an extension until
November 7, 2014. The incoming EDI Committee continued to work on this charge throughout
the fall 2014 semester.
The EDI Committee researched ‘civility statements’ at many peer institutions, including those in
the Big Ten Conference (Appendix 2). The committee discovered that at least five institutions
have university-wide civility statements, including the University of Michigan, Indiana University,
Michigan State University, University of California, Berkeley, and University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA). Rutgers University has a policy against verbal assault, defamation, and
harassment, and the University of Chicago has a statement on civil behavior in a university
setting that applies to students. Likewise, Northwestern University has a statement of civility
administered by its provost.
In addition, the EDI Committee found that the ARHU civility statement (Appendix 3) serves
primarily as a set of guidelines and expectations to which unit heads can refer, and may be
referenced in conversations or included in letters when discussing behavior that may be
inconsistent with the values in the statement. However, the ARHU civility statement is in no way
an enforcement document, as it is aspirational for the college.
The committee also contacted the Office of Institutional Research, Planning, & Assessment
(IRPA) to determine whether workplace environment data is collected from various campus
constituencies, and whether such data is used to make improvements as needed, as instructed
by item four of the charge. The committee found that IRPA occasionally conducts needs
assessments on campus, but such assessments seldom focus specifically on satisfaction in the
workplace.
In addition, the EDI Committee researched and discussed training opportunities at the
University. The committee reached out to the Assistant Director of Workplace Learning &
Development in University Human Resources (UHR) for more information. In an email to the
committee, it was explained that UHR had recently re-launched the Workplace Initiatives in
Learning and Development (WiLD) office, which resulted in reintroducing respect for others as a
major area of emphasis. The email also provided highlights of a number of programs that UHR
has offered since October 2013, including training courses to build and enhance respect and
better communication on campus.
After conducting this research, the committee came to the conclusion that there is not a
systemic culture of disrespect on campus. However, the committee also found that, at times, it
appears as if the University is taking a more reactive approach to instances of disrespect, rather
than effectively utilizing a wide-ranging, proactive, educational approach for the University
community as a whole, especially since many people on campus seem to be unaware of the
resources available for promoting and fostering a respectful environment.

PRINCIPLES FOR ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CONDUCT (PERC)
During its review, the EDI Committee thoroughly discussed the existing Principles for Ethical
and Responsible Conduct (PERC) (Appendix 4). PERC was developed by the Division of
Administration and Finance in 2012.
The list of 10 principles is available online at http://www.responsibleconduct.umd.edu
Like the ARHU civility statement, PERC itself is not University policy, and therefore it is not
punitive in nature. However, PERC is a valuable tool for promoting and fostering a respectful
environment. As described on the PERC website, the principles articulate the basic
expectations that should guide all members of the campus community in their work at the
University. The principles are embedded within many policies and practices identified
throughout University handbooks, manuals, and websites, and as described in collective
bargaining agreements. The PERC website provides a list of relevant policies that govern the
behavior of all University faculty, administrators, staff and student employees, as well as
graduate and undergraduate students.
Additionally, the PERC website provides guidance on how to report any instances of
misconduct. Contact information is provided for making reports (anonymously or otherwise) on
a variety of subjects, including conflict of interest, criminal matters, discrimination, harassment,
employment matters, and health and safety. These instructions are also available in Spanish.
The first principle of PERC is “Respect for Others.” This principle is written as follows:
The University recognizes that people are its most important resource. We are
committed to a living, working, and scholarly environment that fosters academic
freedom, diversity, and respect for one another. The University does not tolerate conduct
that constitutes harassment or discrimination based on protected classifications, such as
race, age, sex, color, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, physical or
mental disability, religion, ancestry or national origin, marital status, genetic information,
or political affiliation.
The committee asserts that the first principle, along with the second principle of “Equal
Opportunity,” is the most significant in terms of laying a framework for a truly respectful campus.
The committee also recognizes that a majority of the principles in PERC may not necessarily
apply directly to students, even though all of the principles are intended for use by the entire
campus. Much of the language in PERC is geared more towards faculty and staff employees.
Therefore, the committee considered ways to expand the first principle to be more clearly
inclusive of all constituents, so that it resonates with every member of the campus.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the EDI Committee’s comprehensive research and findings, the committee does not
recommend that the University adopt a campus-wide civility statement. The committee bases
this decision on a number of significant factors, including that implementing a university-wide
civility statement is potentially problematic given concerns that such statements may restrict free
speech and academic freedom1.
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Instead, the EDI Committee voted in favor of putting forward the following recommendations on
November 6, 2014:
1) The EDI Committee recommends minor modifications to the first principle of the Principles of
Ethical and Responsible Conduct (PERC), “Respect for Others,” as noted in blue/bold font
below. With these additions to Principle One, the committee asserts that PERC adequately
expresses the University’s commitment to a respectful working and learning environment, and
thus does not recommend that the University adopt a separate campus-wide civility statement.
PERC Principle One: Respect for Others
The University recognizes that people are its most important resource. We are
committed to a living, working, and scholarly environment that fosters academic
freedom, diversity, and respect for one another. The University does not tolerate conduct
that constitutes harassment or discrimination, including, but not limited to,
harassment or discrimination based on protected classifications, such as race, age,
sex, color, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, physical or mental disability,
religion, ancestry or national origin, marital status, genetic information, or political
affiliation.
2) Furthermore, the EDI Committee recommends increased promotion and broad-based
communication of PERC, especially the first principle of “Respect for Others,” as a tool for
encouraging a culture of respect at the University of Maryland on an ongoing basis. The
committee also recommends that current policies and procedures available to faculty, students,
and staff at the University of Maryland who experience lack of respect in the workplace or
classroom be more widely publicized, along with the availability of the various ombuds officers.
The committee’s recommendations for increased promotion of PERC include the following:
Advertisement & Publicity
A. The Division of Administration and Finance should be encouraged to promote PERC via
an ongoing, annual marketing campaign, and should consider utilizing social media
(e.g., Twitter, Facebook) as a method of publicizing PERC to employees and students.
B. Vice Presidents/Deans and Department/Unit Heads should consider adding a link and
the brief description of PERC below on their individual Division/College/School and
Department/Unit websites and publications, such as the Undergraduate Catalog, the
Graduate Catalog, and the Faculty Handbook:
“The Principles of Ethical and Responsible Conduct (PERC) set forth the underlying
expectation that University activities in the workplace and classroom are conducted with
the highest standard of integrity and ethics. The webpage offers quick links to relevant
University policies and procedures, cross-referenced to the principles.”
Communication & Notifications
C. When promoting PERC, particular attention should be given to the first two principles
(“Respect for Others” and “Equal Opportunity”) as valuable standards for all constituents
– to ensure that their importance is not diluted – as part of the University’s overall effort
to inspire respect for others among members of the campus community.

D. The Office of Faculty Affairs should be encouraged to send out annual notifications to
new and returning faculty members regarding PERC, as well as highlight an online link
where faculty can find PERC via the Office of Faculty Affairs website (i.e., The Faculty
Handbook).
E. University Human Resources (UHR) should be encouraged to send out annual
notifications to new and returning staff members regarding PERC, as well as highlight an
online link where employees can find PERC via the UHR website.
F. Vice Presidents, Deans, Department/Unit Heads, and Directors, as appropriate, should
be encouraged to send out annual notifications regarding PERC.
G. The Office of Faculty Affairs should consider adding a link to PERC (with a note
emphasizing the first principle) to its webpage on Useful Information for Preparing the
Syllabus (http://faculty.umd.edu/teach/useful.html), in order to encourage faculty
members to include information about PERC in their class syllabi.
Training & Mentoring
H. The Office of Faculty Affairs, UHR, and the Orientation Office should be encouraged to
ensure that information about PERC (with an emphasis on the first principle) is
distributed and mentioned at orientations for new faculty, new staff, and all incoming and
transfer students.
I.

The Office of Faculty Affairs should be encouraged to incorporate PERC into academic
leadership forums for faculty, where appropriate.

J. Departments/Units should be encouraged to include information about PERC in their
relevant handbooks and/or training materials (e.g., for Graduate Teaching Assistant
orientations and annual meetings), as well as in faculty mentoring programs, where
appropriate.
K. UHR should be encouraged to incorporate PERC into new and existing training courses,
particularly as part of the recently re-launched Leadership Development Initiatives (LDI)
(the professional development program for supervisors/aspiring supervisors), and the
mandatory training on Performance, Review, & Development (PRD) for all non-faculty
employees and supervisors.
L. Questions about respectful conduct should continue to be included in class assessments
and course evaluations, and such questions should be added wherever they are not
currently included in similar evaluations of workplace and classroom environment at the
University of Maryland, College Park.
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The Senate Executive Committee (SEC) has recently received input from University
constituents suggesting that the University should do more to encourage civility and
respect in the workplace for all employees, including faculty, staff, graduate and
undergraduate assistants, and student employees. As such, the SEC requests that the
Equity, Diversity, & Inclusion (EDI) Committee conduct a broad review of how issues or
concerns related to civility in the workplace environment are handled at the University for
all employees.
Specifically, we ask that you:
1. Consult with the various ombuds officers and review the efficacy of the mediation
process.
2. Review existing college and divisional policies and mechanisms for handling
grievances.
3. Research the resources and training related to civility in the workplace environment
that are currently available at the University.
4. Examine whether workplace environment data is collected from the various campus
constituencies, and whether such data is used to make improvements as needed.
5. Consult with various unit heads and directors to gain a better understanding of initial
grievance reporting processes.
6. Review the College of Arts & Humanities’ Civility Statement
(http://www.arhu.umd.edu/news/college-civility-statement) and its practical
applications.
	
  

	
  

7. If appropriate, recommend whether the University of Maryland (UMD) should adopt a
campus-wide civility statement.
8. Consult with the University’s Office of Legal Affairs to confirm that any related
recommendations are suitable for the University from a legal standpoint.
We ask that you submit your report and recommendations to the Senate Office no later
than March 14, 2014. If you have questions or need assistance, please contact Reka
Montfort in the Senate Office, extension 5-5804.
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Appendix 2
Civility Statements

Peer Institution
University of California, Berkeley (LP)

University Statement
Respect and Civility in the Campus Community

University Statement URL
https://students.berkeley.edu/uga/respect.stm

University of California, Los Angeles (LP)

Statement Regarding Civil Conduct and Civil
Discourse
(Individual/Unit/Organization) Inclusive Illinois
Commitment

http://evc.ucla.edu/civility‐and‐civil‐discourse

University of Illinois, Urbana‐Champaign (LP,
CIC)

University of Michigan (LP, CIC)

Michigan Statement on Civility

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (LP)

n/a

University of Chicago (CIC)

Civil Behavior in a University Setting

Indiana University (CIC)

Statement of Civility

University Iowa (CIC)
Michigan State University (CIC)

University of Minnesota (CIC)
University of Nebraska‐Lincoln (CIC)

Northwestern University (CIC)

n/a
Statement on Tolerance and Civility

n/a
n/a

Provost's Statement on Civility

http://www.inclusiveillinois.illinois.edu/makeyourcomm No campus‐wide statement, but voluntary statements adopted by
itment.html
individuals or groups. Deans statements compiled:
http://www.inclusiveillinois.illinois.edu/CampusWideCommitment.
html
http://hr.umich.edu/mhealthy/programs/mental_emoti Campus Commitment: http://www.hr.umich.edu/oie/cc/
Expect Respect: http://www.urespect.umich.edu/
onal/pdf/um‐statement‐of‐civility.pdf
n/a
No campus‐wide statement, schools and departments have
diversity/civility statements
https://studentmanual.uchicago.edu/university#civil
http://www.indiana.edu/~bfc/docs/policies/statementC
ivility.pdf
n/a
Ethics and Responsibilities:
http://www.uiowa.edu/~our/opmanual/iii/16.htm#164
http://acadgov.msu.edu/executive/documents/CivilitySt
atement12‐07‐09draft_revised12‐8‐09.pdf
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

Purdue University (CIC)

n/a

n/a

University of Wisconsin‐Madison (CIC)

Policy Against Verbal Assault, Defamation and
Harassment
n/a

Policy and Procedures on Unlawful Discrimination, Including Sexual
and Other Prohibited Harassment:
http://www.unl.edu/equity/Discrimination%20Policy%2008.pdf

http://www.northwestern.edu/provost/policies/civility‐
and‐campus‐safety/provosts‐statement‐on‐civility.html

Ohio State University (CIC)
Penn State University (CIC)

Rutgers University (CIC)

Notes

http://socialjustice.rutgers.edu/resources/bias‐
prevention/policy‐against‐verbal‐assault‐defamation‐
and‐haras
n/a

University Libraries Civility Statement:
http://www.libraries.psu.edu/psul/diversity/civteam/Statement.ht
ml
Student Conduct:
http://www.purdue.edu/studentregulations/student_conduct/inde
x.html
Project Civility:
http://projectcivility.rutgers.edu/about‐project‐civility
You Deserve Respect:
http://www.students.wisc.edu/rights/you‐deserve‐respect/

Appendix 3

Appendix 4
The mission of the University of Maryland is to offer
a world-class education to our students, train future
leaders of our country, expand and advance research and
knowledge, and serve our community and society both
at home and abroad. In pursuing this mission, and to
ensure the continued excellence of the University and
its reputation, all University employees—administrators,
faculty, and staff—need to understand and uphold the
highest of ethical standards and legal requirements.
Not only is this pursuit consistent with sound business
practices, it is also a significant component within our
system of shared governance.
The following UMD Principles of Ethical and Responsible
Conduct articulate the basic expectations that should
guide each of us in our work at the University. These
UMD Principles are embedded within many policies and
practices identified throughout University handbooks,
manuals, and websites and as described in collective
bargaining agreements. To be clear, the Principles
enumerated here are not new and do not replace or
create additional requirements.
The UMD Principles are not intended to be a comprehensive
catalogue of all applicable rules and policies of the
University. However, we have endeavored to distill these
policies, rules, and guidelines for easy review and access.
In all, these Principles set forth the underlying expectation
that University activities are conducted with the highest
standard of integrity and ethics.
Please read the UMD Principles of Ethical and Responsible
Conduct closely and familiarize yourself with both the
expectations and the resources provided, and then visit
[www.ResponsibleConduct.umd.edu] to view the
supporting policies and guidelines.

Principles of
Ethical and
Responsible
Conduct
… these UMD Principles
set forth the underlying
expectation that University
activities are conducted
with the highest standard
of integrity and ethics.

Questions or Comments?
principles@umd.edu
Office of Vice President for Administrative Affairs and
Chief Financial Officer
1132 Main Administration Building
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
Tel: 301.405.1105 Fax: 301.314.9659

www.ResponsibleConduct.umd.edu

www.ResponsibleConduct.umd.edu

PRINCIPLES OF ETHICAL AND RESPONSIBLE CONDUCT

1

4

2
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Respect for Others
The University recognizes that people are its most
important resource. We are committed to a living,
working, and scholarly environment that fosters academic
freedom, diversity, and respect for one another. The
University does not tolerate conduct that constitutes
harassment or discrimination based on protected
classifications, such as race, age, sex, color, sexual
orientation, gender identity or expression, physical or
mental disability, religion, ancestry or national origin,
marital status, genetic information, or political affiliation.

Equal Opportunity
The University is committed to equal opportunity in
education and employment. The University is a place
in which all people should feel welcome to learn, think
critically, and inquire freely. We are committed to the
principle that no person shall be illegally excluded from
participation in, denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination with regard to the programs, activities,
or services the University provides.
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Avoidance of Conflict of Interest
As more fully stated in the University’s conflict of interest
policies, faculty, administrators, and staff should avoid
actual or perceived conflicts of interest in work at the
University. As a public institution, it is imperative—for
both ethical and legal reasons—that University employees
do not improperly benefit from their positions of trust.
Financial conflicts must be appropriately disclosed in
accordance with conflict of interest and conflict of
commitment policies, so that they can be reviewed,
and as appropriate, managed or eliminated. Faculty,
administrators, and staff are responsible for identifying
potential conflicts and seeking appropriate guidance.

Responsible Conduct in Research
As members of a complex research institution, University
faculty, administrators, and staff have significant
responsibilities to ensure that research is conducted with
the highest integrity, and in compliance with federal,
state, and local laws and regulations, as well as University
policy. Any fabrication, falsification, or unauthorized
or unattributed copying of research data or conclusions
derived from research data constitutes misconduct in
research and is prohibited by University policy.

Responsible Stewardship and Use of University
Property, Technology and Funds
University faculty, administrators, and staff are expected
to ensure that all University property, technology, and
funds are used appropriately to benefit the institution,
consistent with all legal requirements as well as in
accordance with University policies.
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and federal laws, and system maintenance requirements.
In their various roles and positions at the University,
faculty, administrators, and staff become aware of
confidential information of many different types. Such
information may relate to students, employees, alumni,
donors, research sponsors, licensing partners, patients,
and others. University employees are expected to
remain current regarding relevant legal, contractual, and
policy obligations to maintain the confidentiality of
such information, in order to protect it from improper
disclosure, and to protect the privacy interests of
members of our community.
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Appropriate Conduct with Respect to Gifts,
Travel and Entertainment
University faculty, administrators, and staff are expected to
conduct themselves so as to ensure that their positions are
not misused for private gain, with respect to acceptance
of gifts and the undertaking of university-related travel
and entertainment.

Environmental Health, Safety & Sustainability
The University is committed to the protection of the
health and safety of the community and the creation
of a safe working environment. To accomplish this,
the University provides training in health and safety
regulations and policies. Moreover, faculty, administrators,
and staff are expected to comply with sound practices
and legal requirements. Beyond this, the University
recognizes that environmentally responsible practices are
critical for the University’s learning, research, outreach,
and administrative efforts to succeed. University
stakeholders should consider the social, economic, and
environmental impact of their decisions and actions.
As a community of scholars, the University recognizes
that environmental stewardship and sustainability
are inherent responsibilities that require the active
engagement of everyone.
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Appropriate Use of the University’s Name,
Trademarks and Logos
The University regulates the use of its name, related
trademarks, and logos in order to protect the University’s
reputation, and to ensure that their use is related to the
University’s educational, research, and community service
missions. Faculty, administrators, and staff are expected to
protect the University name and logos from improper use.

10
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Respect for Privacy and Confidentiality
The University endeavors to respect the privacy of
its employees and students in all communications by
mail, telephone, and other electronic means, subject
to applicable University policies and procedures, state

Responsible Reporting of Suspected Violations
and University Response
The University is committed to enforcing applicable
legal requirements as well as its own policies and
procedures. Faculty, administrators, and staff are expected
to report suspected violations to appropriate offices in
accordance with University policies and procedures.
Members of the University community who violate
legal requirements, University policies and procedures,
or who fail to report suspected violations, are subject to
disciplinary action as described in applicable policies and
collective bargaining agreements.

www.ResponsibleConduct.umd.edu
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PROPOSAL FOR
NEW AREA OF CONCENTRATION in MUSIC EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND AT COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
within the
Ph.D. in MUSIC

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES
BONNIE THORNTON DILL, DEAN

GRADUATE SCHOOL
CHARLES CARAMELLO, DEAN

{KIND OF DEGREE} ___Ph.D._________________
Proposed Initiation Date: Fall 2015 (pending approval from the National Association of
Schools of Music)

I. OVERVIEW and RATIONALE
Overview
This proposal is to move and revise the curriculum of the University’s current doctoral
training in Music Education. It has existed as an Area of Concentration within the Ph.D.
in Curriculum and Instruction in the College of Education, but has been effectively
housed in the College of Arts and Humanities’ School of Music since inception. A major
redesign of the Curriculum and Instruction doctoral program was carried out last year,
and Music Education is no longer an appropriate fit. It would be better situated as an
Area of Concentration within the Ph.D. in Music. This new arrangement will bring the
University of Maryland more in line with peers, make the program more competitive, and
better enable the School of Music to recruit music education professionals who have
already attained solid musical training and successful teaching experience in the K–12
public schools.
The proposed Area of Concentration in Music Education is designed to attract students
with a variety of career interests, including those who desire to continue as music
educators, those who wish to focus on research, and those interested in music education
advocacy. The curriculum will also prepare students for faculty appointments in music
education at research-intensive universities. Toward this end, students will develop strong
publication and presentation records prior to earning the doctorate.
The guiding principle behind the program is to extend and refine students’ prior
experiences in musical performance and pedagogy through advanced study in music
teacher education and social science research methodology. The proposed new
curriculum draws on existing faculty, courses, and other resources to accomplish this
goal. Moving the Music Education curriculum under the Music Ph.D. program is also in
line with the existing Master’s level offerings in Music Education that already reside in
the School of Music.
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Rationale
Current doctoral students in music education are enrolled in the Ph.D. program in
Curriculum and Instruction offered through the College of Education. With the July 2011
reorganization of that College, the Department of Curriculum and Instruction (EDCI) was
merged with one other department and one specialization to become a new department
called Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership (TLPL). As part of this
reorganization, TLPL collaborated to bring different programs together into one Ph.D.
program with related specializations. The TLPL unit is now divided into three divisions:
Division I (Science, Mathematics and Technology Education), Division II (Language,
Literacy and Social Inquiry), and Division III (Education Policy and Leadership). The
members of TLPL have sent a proposal to the University Senate for a curriculum change
that describes the revision of sixteen areas of study into six new specializations in a
single doctoral program to be named the TLPL Ph.D. Program.
These six new specializations are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education Policy and Leadership
Language, Literacy and Social Inquiry (to include Music Education)
Mathematics and Science Education
Minority and Urban Education
Teacher Education and Professional Development
Technology, Learning and Leadership

The School of Music has been considering proposing its own Ph.D. in music education
for some time, and this reorganization within the College of Education provides an
appropriate moment to do so. Quite simply, the new TLPL curriculum does not
adequately support the needs of our students: future music teacher educators and social
science researchers, who may serve as music education leaders and scholars in
universities, state departments of education, and school districts.
Size and Students
There are currently five doctoral students enrolled in the Ph.D. in Curriculum and
Instruction in the n Area of Concentration in Music Education. Each year, between one
and three new doctoral students are admitted to this area. (The yield is not necessarily
100%). These numbers are not anticipated to change with the proposed AOC in Music
Education within the Music Ph.D. program. Therefore, we would expect between six and
ten students to be enrolled at any one time. Current students who have not yet advanced
to candidacy (including one who was admitted to the TLPL program during the summer
of 2014) will be given the option of continuing in the new degree once it is approved. In
the meantime they are enrolled in courses that will apply—and are common—to both
programs.
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II. CURRICULUM
Educational Objectives: Upon completion of the program, students will be able to:
•
•
•

Demonstrate a deep understanding of the knowledge and theories associated
with music education
Demonstrate a full understanding of the research skills and practices
associated with music education
Demonstrate the professional competencies required to apply knowledge,
conduct research, and provide leadership associated with music education

Requirements for the Proposed Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Music Education
Doctoral students will be required to take a minimum of 48 credits beyond the master’s
degree. This course load is similar to that required by the other Ph.D. degree program
curricula offered through the School of Music (which require between 40 and 45
credits). 1 These credits are divided into six areas:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Music Education Doctoral Core
Music Academic Core
Quantitative Reasoning/Inter. Statics
Advanced Research Methods
Cognate Outside of Music
Dissertation Research

5 courses at 3cr.
2 courses at 3cr.
1 course at 3cr.
2 courses at 3cr.
2 courses at 3cr.

15cr.
6cr.
3cr.
6cr.
6cr.
12cr.

The courses to be taken in each of these credit areas are described below, along with an
indication of which areas require newly proposed courses (the new courses have been
submitted through the Curriculum Management System). For an indication of how a
student will work through these requirements, see Appendix A at the end of this
document. Appendix B shows the current EDCI Ph.D. program in Music Education.

1

The School of Music currently offerstwo Ph.D. programs (in addition to several
professional DMA programs). The Ph.D. in Music has two active Areas of Concentration.
Musicology requires forty-two credits beyond the master’s degree. These credits must
include MUSC 642 (Early Music Notation), MUSC 646 (Introduction to Musicology), at
least one 600-level course in Ethnomusicology, and twelve credits of MUSC 899 (the
balance of the coursework is selected in consultation with the advisor). Music Theory
requires a minimum of forty credit hours beyond the master’s degree. These credits must
include MUSC 651 (Theories of Heinrich Schenker), MUSC 661 (Theory and Analysis
of Atonal and Twelve-tone Music), MUSC 675 (Music Theory Pedagogy), two additional
courses in the Theory and Analysis series, MUSC 646 (Introduction to Musicology), at
least one 400 or 600-level course in music history, and twelve credits of MUSC 899 (the
balance of the coursework is selected in consultation with the advisor). The second
standalone Ph.D. program, in Ethnomusicology, requires just thirty-six credit hours of
coursework because of its substantial fieldwork requirements.
4

1. Music Education Doctoral Core (5 courses at 3cr.; 15 credits total)
Existing Courses
MUED 780
Seminar in Music Teacher Education
3cr.
MUED 6xx
Elective in Music Education
3cr.
Examples
MUED 691 Psychology of Music Education
MUED 692 Foundations and Hist. Perspect. in Music Education
New Courses
MUED 697
MUED 785
MUED 790

Curriculum and Assessment in Music Education
Teaching Music in Higher Education
Music Education Research Design & Analysis

3cr.
3cr.
3cr.

2. Music Academic Core (2 courses at 3cr.; 6 credits total)
Chosen in consultation with the advisor from the School of Music’s offerings in music
theory, musicology, ethnomusicology, music technology, or jazz. Such courses might
include MUSC 655 (Theory of Jazz) or items from the MUSC 699x series (Selected
Topics in . . .).
3. Quantitative Reasoning/Intermediate Statistics (1 course at 3cr; 3 credits total)
Chosen in consultation with the advisor to complement the student’s prior experiences in
quantitative research analysis and research interests. Such courses might include:
EDMS 646
PSYC 601
SOCY 601

Quantitative Research Methods II
Quantitative Methods I
Statistics for Social Research I

3cr.
4cr.
3cr.

4. Advanced Research Methods Sequence (2 courses at 3cr; 6 credits total)
A two-course sequence, chosen in consultation with the advisor, and used to support the
student’s research agenda in either qualitative or quantitative research. Typical sequences
include:
Qualitative Research
EDPS 730
EDPS 735

Seminar on Case Study Methods
Phenomenological Inquiry I

3cr.
3cr.

Quantitative Research
EDMS 651
EDMS 657

Applied Multiple Regression Analysis
Factor Analysis

3cr.
3cr.

5. Cognate Outside of Music (2 courses at 3cr; 6 credits total)
5

Chosen in consultation with the advisor to complement the advanced research methods
sequence. Typical cognates include:
Cognate in Human Development
EDCI 688J
Special Topics in C&I: Adol. Learning & Develop.
EDHD 720
Social Development and Socialization Processes

3cr.
3cr.

Cognate in Social Justice Issues
EDCI 697
Embracing Diversity in Classroom Communities
3cr.
EDCI 788F
Selected Topics: School Excl., Policy, Practice, & Prev. 3 cr.
Cognate in Educational Policy
EDPS 615
Economics of Education
EDPS 620
Education Policy Analysis

3cr.
3cr.

Other cognates may be chosen from Psychology, Sociology, Neuroscience and Cognitive
Science, and Teaching and Learning, Leadership and Policy.
Admissions Policy
To be admitted to the program, applicants must (1) hold an earned bachelor’s degree and
master’s degree, at least one of which is in the field of music education, (2) hold state or
national licensure—as appropriate to their citizenship—to teach school music, (3) have
taught music in a school setting for a minimum of three years, and (4) meet all UMD
Graduate School requirements. Preferred applicants, with a greater chance of admission
to the program, will: (1) hold an earned master’s degree in music education from a
program that emphasized research, and (2) have taught music in a school setting for a
minimum of five years.
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III. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES and ASSESSMENT
Learning Outcomes Assessments
In addition to their coursework, students will be assessed at four points: (1) a precandidacy portfolio, (2) a preliminary examination, (3) a defense of the dissertation
prospectus, and (4) a defense of the dissertation. Items one and two have been newly
designed for this program.
1. Pre-Candidacy Portfolio
Each student will compile a pre-candidacy portfolio that demonstrates a level of thinking
and writing equal to what is typically required of junior scholars in the profession. This
portfolio is designed to encourage early experiences that are consistent with the
professional life of junior faculty. The portfolio consists of four parts:
A. First Year Paper
The First Year Paper will be an article written for a practitioner audience that is
based on current philosophy, theory, and/or research findings from the field of
music education.
B. Second Year Paper
The Second Year Paper will be an article written for a research audience that is
based on original, empirical research conducted by the student.
C. Public Lecture, Paper, or Practitioner Presentation
Prior to advancement to candidacy, the student will present a public lecture,
paper, or presentation of his or her scholarly work at a venue outside of the
University of Maryland.
D. Teaching Demonstrations
Prior to advancement to candidacy, the student will present two one-hour teaching
demonstrations similar to those required by research universities as part of faculty
searches. These teaching demonstrations are to be presented to two different
undergraduate or graduate MUED courses.
The entire portfolio must be approved by a committee of three Music Education Faculty.
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2. Preliminary Examination
At a time mutually agreed upon by the candidate and the advisor, but no earlier than the
semester in which the student is enrolled in the thirty-sixth credit of coursework and no
later than six months following the completion of the thirty-sixth credit of coursework,
the student will take the Music Education Preliminary Examination. Successful passage
of the examination is required for advancement to candidacy. The examination is
designed to assess the student’s mastery of the field of music education and consists of a
written portion and an oral defense. Students at this stage in the program should
demonstrate a sophisticated knowledge of the field, display a broad familiarity with
qualitative and quantitative social science research methods, show an understanding of
how that knowledge is significant to the overall field, and effectively communicate that
knowledge in writing and speaking.
The Written Portion of the Preliminary Examination is designed to evaluate the student’s
ability to write in a scholarly manner for multiple audiences and purposes. Each of the
following documents parallels various types of writing that are typically part of a music
education researcher’s professional responsibilities.
Submission of the Written Portion to the music education faculty shall be no later than
two weeks (fourteen calendar days) prior to the scheduled oral exam.
Written Portion
Document 1: Philosophical, Historical, Theoretical, or Policy Paper

20 pgs.

Document 2: A Synthetic Review of Literature
This document must be in an area other than that of the student’s
intended dissertation proposal.

20 pgs.

Document 3: Connection of Cognate Area to Music Education

20 pgs.

Document 4: Essay on a Topic in Music Ed. Chosen by the Faculty

8–15 pgs.

Document 5: Essay on Research Methodologies
10–20 pgs.
This document will address a question related to research methodologies
or techniques. This paper may be related to the student’s dissertation proposal topic.
Oral Exam
No sooner than two weeks following the submission of the Written Portion of the
Preliminary Examination, the student will meet with the music education faculty for an
oral exam and defense of the documents. The student will discuss, and be prepared to
defend, the ideas put forth in the Written Portion. Evaluation of both portions will be
made according to the policies governing Preliminary Examinations as laid out in the
School of Music Graduate Handbook. Upon completion of the examinations, the student
may apply to become a candidate for the doctoral degree.
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3. Defense of the Dissertation Prospectus
Upon successful completion of the Preliminary Examination, the student will prepare and
submit a written Dissertation Prospectus to the dissertation advisor. The prospectus will
be comprised of a detailed outline of the dissertation, including a definition of the
problem, necessary background, summary of relevant sources, and methodology to be
employed. Ordinarily, the prospectus will be comprised of the first three chapters of the
dissertation. The prospectus might also discuss the work’s anticipated scholarly
contribution to the field. The student must also select a Dissertation Committee that
conforms to the guidelines and criteria set forth in the Graduate School Catalog. Once the
dissertation prospectus is complete, the student will schedule a brief oral presentation and
defense of the prospectus before the major advisor and the additional Dissertation
Committee members. The student must not undertake any research activity or apply to
the Institutional Review Board prior to approval of the Prospectus.
4. Dissertation Defense
Upon completion of the written dissertation to the satisfaction of the dissertation advisor,
the student will schedule an oral presentation and defense before the Dissertation
Committee, no sooner than two weeks following the submission of the final dissertation
to the members of the Dissertation Committee. The dissertation document and its oral
defense must follow the guidelines laid out in the School of Music Graduate Handbook
and the Graduate School Catalog. The dissertation and oral defense should show
evidence that the student has developed new knowledge that makes a significant
contribution to the field. Additionally, the presentation should show that the student is
able to communicate the meaning and significance of the research effectively,
successfully field questions from the Committee regarding the research, and defend
conclusions.
IV. FACULTY AND ORGANIZATION
The School of Music, a unit of the College of Arts and Humanities, has forty-two
tenured/tenure track faculty members, including four music education faculty, who each
have defined areas of expertise in music performance and scholarship. These scholars and
performers hold and have held leadership positions in major professional organizations,
and have performed in highly-respected national and international venues.
Academic direction and oversight of the degree will be provided by the Music Education
Faculty, the School of Music’s Graduate Committee and Director of Graduate Studies,
the Associate Director of Academic Affairs, and the Director of the School of Music.
VII. COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY
The Music Education Division within the School of Music continues to develop
recruitment strategies to attract a diverse body of graduate students, including teachers
from nearby school districts who serve a diverse population of K–12 students, as well as
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teachers from all areas of the state, the nation, and the world. The Music Education
Division in the School of Music continues to create a welcoming, supportive climate that
is inclusive of all students.
VIII. REQUIRED PHYSICAL RESOURCES
The Michelle Smith Performing Arts Library (MSPAL), the central location on the
College Park campus for music, theatre, and dance materials, will be an excellent
resource for this program. The circulating, reference, serial, and special collections
include 56,000 books, 156,000 musical scores, 130,000 audio and video recordings,
4,500 microform titles, and 281 active journal subscriptions. The Michelle Smith
Performing Arts Library is home to several special collections and archives of materials
relating to the arts in general and music education in particular. Thanks to the excellent
music education holdings of the MSPAL, no new library or information resources are
required by this proposal. This proposal also does not require additional facilities, facility
modifications, equipment, or faculty.
New Courses
Three new courses have been proposed for this degree. They will be taught by existing
members of the Music Education faculty.
MUED 697 Curriculum and Assessment in Music Education (3 credits)
MUED 785 Teaching Music in Higher Education (3 credits)
MUED 790 Music Education Research Design and Analysis (3 credits)
Although one new course, MUED 790, is designed for Ph.D. Music Education students
only, the other new courses should appeal to a broader range of School of Music students
and generate enrollment of between 6–10 students. MUED 697 will be an elective course
for all students in the Master of Music Education or Master of Arts degrees. MUED 785
will be open to all doctoral students in the School of Music.
Faculty
The proposed program requires no new faculty and only slight adjustments to the current
teaching rotation of the existing faculty. Just three new courses are required. One, MUED
697 Curriculum and Assessment, is a revision and combination of two existing courses
already offered on a rotational basis. The two remaining new courses will also be offered
in alternating years. In consultation with the Director of the School of Music, the Chair of
Music Education will adjust the faculty teaching assignments as needed to accommodate
the new courses. Three Music Education faculty members have created syllabi that have
been submitted to the Curriculum Management System.
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Appendix A
Sample Program of Coursework for Proposed Ph.D. in Music Education
(Year by Year)

YEAR 1
Fall

Spring

MUED Elective

3cr.

MUED 790 Research Design & Analysis**

EDPS 615 Economics of Education*

3cr.

Quantitative Reasoning/Statistics

MUED 785 Teaching Music in Higher Ed*** 3cr.

Music Academic Core
YEAR 2

Fall

3cr.

3cr.

3cr.

Spring

MUED 780 Seminar in Music Teacher Educ 3cr.

Music Academic Core

3cr.

Adv Research Methods

Adv Research Methods

3cr.

MUED 697 Curriculum & Assessment****

3cr.
3cr.

EDPS 620 Education Policy Analysis*
YEAR 3

Fall
MUED 899 Dissertation

3cr.

Spring
6cr.

MUED 899 Dissertation

6cr.

* example of a selected cognate course
** new course available only to doctoral students in music education. (The pre-requisites for MUED790
will be handled through advising upon entry into the program.)
*** new course (available to all doctoral students in School of Music)
**** new course (available to students in the master’s or doctoral degree in music education)
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Appendix B
Sample Program of Coursework for Previous Ph.D. in EDCI (Music Education)
(Year by Year)
YEAR 1
Fall
EDCI 780 Research on Theories of Teaching
and Learning
3cr.

EDCI 790 Epistemology

3cr.

EDPS 776 Diversity in the Classroom

EDMS 645 Quantitative Research I*

3cr.

MUED 690 Research in Music Education

3cr.
3cr.

Spring

MUED 692 Foundations of Music Educ
YEAR 2

Fall

Spring

MUED 780 Seminar in Music Teacher Educ 3cr.
EDMS 646 Quantitative Research II
Cognate

3cr.

3cr.

Music Academic Core

3cr.

Cognate

3cr.

MUED 6xx Advanced Methodology-Elective 3cr.
YEAR 3

Fall
EDCI 791 or EDMS 651

Spring
3cr.

Music Academic Core

3cr.

Cognate

3cr.

Fall
MUED 899 Dissertation

3cr.

EDCI 791 or EDMS 657

3cr.

Cognate

3cr.

YEAR 4
Spring

6cr.

MUED 899 Dissertation

6cr.

* Does not count toward degree
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Appendix C
Sample Letters of Support
February 20, 2014
Dear Prof. Montgomery,
This note is to confirm that students from the proposed PhD program in Music Education
will be eligible to take seminars in the sociology graduate program, subject to space
availability and with permission of the instructor. We usually have room in our seminars
for interested graduate students from different departments on campus, and welcome their
participation.
Best of luck with the new program.
Sincerely,
Philip Cohen
Professor and Director of Graduate Studies
Department of Sociology

February 20, 2014
Janet,
Thanks for the information on your proposed Ph.D. program in Music Education.
I am happy to provide permission to allow future PhD students in Music Education to
enroll in one or two graduate level courses in in the Psychology Department—courses
that do not require specific prerequisites—as part of their chosen cognate outside of
music in the new degree program. Each student would consult with the course instructor
regarding his/her knowledge, experience, and interest so that instructor could determine
on a case-by case basis if the student is well-suited for a particular course. Enrollment in
any graduate course in PSYC would ultimately be contingent on instructor approval.
Please let me know if you require additional information.
I wish you the best of luck with the new Ph.D. program.
Sincerely,
Jack
Jack J. Blanchard, Ph.D.
Professor & Chair
Department of Psychology
February 24, 2014
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Dear Dr. Montgomery:
In response to your request, the Neuroscience and Cognitive Science (NACS) graduate
program at the University of Maryland College Park (UMCP) agrees to allow up to 3
students in the Music Education program at UMCP to enroll in the NACS642: Cognitive
Neuroscience course (4 credits) or the NACS645: Cognitive Science course (4 credits)
each year at the discretion of the instructor of each course.
Sincerely,
Jens Herberholz
****************************************
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology
Director, Neuroscience & Cognitive Science Program
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
Phone: 301-405-5902
Email: jherberh@umd.edu

Dear Prof. Warfield,
Thank you for the opportunity to review the PCC proposal for a new Ph.D in Music
Education to be granted by the School of Music in the College of Arts and Humanities.
Since this new degree would largely be the same as the one currently granted by the
College of Education (which the UMD Libraries and the Michelle Smith Performing Arts
Library have been supporting for some time) I agree that "no new library or information
resources are required by this proposal."
Best of luck with the new program. I look forward to continuing to support music
education research at the University of Maryland.
Sincerely,
Stephen Henry
Music Librarian and Interim Head, Michelle Smith Performing Arts Library

2311 Benjamin Bldg.
College Park, Maryland 20742-1125
301.405.3324 TEL 301.314.9055 FAX
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
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October 13, 2014

Dr. Janet Montgomery
Clinical Associate Professor
Chair of Music Education
University of Maryland, 2130B CSPAC
College Park, MD 20742
Dear Janet,

Thank you for the information regarding the plans for your new Ph.D. program in
Music Education (MUED) offered through the School of Music, and the elimination of
the current joint Ph.D. Music Education program with Curriculum and Instruction in
our Department of Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership (TLPL). I support
the creation of this new Ph.D. in Music Education in the School of Music, and I do not
foresee any conflict of interest with the new specialization of Language, Literacy,
and Social Inquiry offered in our TLPL Department.

I confirm that future Ph.D. students in your new program would be welcome to
enroll in one or two graduate level courses in the TLPL Department as part of their
chosen cognate outside of music—based on consultation with the course instructor
regarding the student’s knowledge, experience, and interest. After consultation
with the student, the course instructor would determine if the student were eligible
to enroll in the course. Most courses in TLPL are offered on a yearly basis. If a course
is not available when the student needs it to fit into his/her program, MUED faculty
can advise the student to look for another course or to rearrange the student’s
course plan so that he/she could take the course the next time it is offered.
Best wishes to you and your MUED colleagues and students in the establishment of
your new Ph.D. program in Music Education.
Sincerely,

Francine Hultgren
Professor and Chair
Department of Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership
College of Education
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Current and Proposed MUED Faculty Teaching Loads
Current Faculty
Loads
Year 1
Fall

Spring

Elpus
MUED333
MUSC329

Hewitt
MUED420/489I
MUED780

Montgomery
MUED186
MUED471/489G

Prichard
MUED320
MUEDGRAD

MUED472/489C
MUSC329
MUEDGRAD

(Admin duties)

MUED222
MUED473

MUED311
MUED411/489I

MUED333
MUSC329

MUED420/489I

MUED186
MUED471/489G
MUED GRAD

MUED320
MUED215

MUED472/489C
MUSC329
MUEDGRAD

(Admin duties)

MUED222
MUED473

MUED311
MUED411/489I

Elpus
MUED333
MUSC329

Hewitt
MUED420/489I
MUED780

Montgomery
MUED186
MUED471/489G

Prichard
MUED320
MUED697

MUED472/489C
MUSC329
MUED790

MUED217
MUEDGRAD

MUED222
MUED473

MUED311
MUED411/489I

MUED333
MUSC329

MUED420/489I
MUED785

MUED186
MUED471/489G
MUED GRAD

MUED320
MUED215

MUED472/489C
MUSC329
MUED690

MUED217
MUED311

MUED222
MUED473

MUEDGRAD
MUED411/489I

Year 2
Fall

Spring

Proposed Faculty
Loads
Year 1
Fall

Spring

Year 2
Fall

Spring

17

*New courses indicated in red. Note that Hewitt will no longer be serving in an
administrative capacity moving forward. Regular faculty load is 2 courses/semester.
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MUED Ph.D Proposal: Responses to the Senate PCC Committee
1) Can you provide a) the current requirements for the Music Ph.D. (at least the part that is in
common with all underlying concentrations), and b) the requirements for the PhD in Curriculum
and Instruction with the concentration in Music Education as it currently exists. The definition of a
"formal area of concentration" in a Ph.D. program is 18 unique sequential credit hours above the
master's degree.
***The current requirements for PhD programs in music are now attached. Additionally, I attached our
Graduate Handbook, which includes requirements for all doctoral programs in the School. The proposed
music education Ph.D. requirements are found on pp 11 & 12 of the revised proposal. You will notice
that the proposed MUED Ph.D. program includes 18 unique sequential credit hours above the MM.
Response:
2) Can you provide some more detail about who will teach the courses in the proposed curriculum,
perhaps a proposed schedule, with names attached for the five MUED courses? The concern here is
two-fold. Firstly, you do address (p 10) the instructional workload of the existing faculty, but will some
instruction (e.g., in the undergraduate or master's programs) be cut back in order to accommodate the
three new MUED courses?
***The proposed schedule for the new doctoral program is on the new proposal (pp11, 12). The
undergraduate curriculum has been restructured so that some classes are taught every-other year,
allowing faculty to absorb more of the workload for the graduate program. Specifically, the woodwind
(MUED215) and brass (MUED217) instrumental pedagogy classes taught, respectively, by Prichard and
Hewitt, will now follow a two-year rotation. Furthermore, Hewitt is beginning a transition returning to
full-time status on the music education faculty after serving in an administrative capacity for the past 10
years. The current and proposed faculty workload schedule is part of the proposal on p17.
Faculty members teaching the new courses are:
•
•
•

MUED785: Hewitt
MUED790: Elpus
MUED697: Prichard

Secondly, all of the courses in the quantitative methods areas, the cognate areas, and the advanced
research methods areas are offered outside of the Music department, and mostly by the College of
Education. Unfortunately the letter from the TLPL department chair confirming that the courses in that
department will be available to Music Education students is somewhat ambiguous, so the PCC
committee was left with some lack of clarity about what will be available to students. I suggest getting
more detail from the College of Education dean's office that a sufficient number and type of courses will
be available for the cognate areas for the Music Education Ph.D. track to continue to be viable. Because
you will be relying so heavily on courses outside the School of Music, you might even want a formal
MOU with the College of Education, since you would surely not want a student to get into a situation of
not having access to courses needed to complete their degree program.
*** You will notice that 3 letters of support have been added to the final pages of the revised proposal:

1. Francine Hultgren, Chair of TLPL (which now includes EDCI and EDPS courses) {Note: Francine
Hultgren’s letter specifically mentions no conflict of interest between programs.]
2. Nathan Fox, Chair of HDQM (which includes EDMS and EDHD courses)
3. Jens Herberholz, Chair of NACS (Neuroscience and Cognitive Science)
After reviewing the list of sample courses, the Music Education faculty decided to omit Survey
Methodology. Also, no sample courses include work in CHSE (Counseling, Higher Education, and Special
Education). Therefore, no letters of support are included from these areas.
3) The admissions requirements will, no doubt, also include the Graduate School's requirements. In a
next iteration of the document this language should be included, although I don't think the PCC
members had any question here. A question did arise as to whether you would consider students who
had only a bachelor's degree but were otherwise qualified. I guess that you would instead direct them
first to your master's program?
***A clause to the final ¶ on p6 indicating that students must meet all UMD Graduate School
requirements.
4) Assuming the Senate PCC and the Senate approve the proposal, we'll need to provide information to
MHEC about what other programs exist within the state (or would this be unique) and what is the
market need, what careers to graduates go on to, etc. I'm optimistic that this will eventually be
approved so it would be good to begin to collect this information.
***No other higher education institution in Maryland offers a Ph.D. in music education programs in in
the state of Maryland. Graduates in the current program have gone onto careers in academic
institutions or serve as arts and music supervisors in K-12 Maryland schools. Others return to their
current or more prestigious positions in K-12 teaching. The market need remains level; however with
the move to the Big Ten our program is already becoming more attractive to many seeking to enter
academic world.
5) In principle, if/when we go to the state, we'll also need a budget that indicates available resources
and expenditures. Let's wait on that step, however.
***We will await your guidance as the proposal moves forward.
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1. On resolutions or recommendations one by one, or
2. In a single vote
3. To endorse entire report
The College of Education and the Department of Teaching and
Learning, Policy and Leadership propose to establish a 12-credit
Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages (TESOL). The purpose of this certificate is to
offer professional development to a variety of educators in the
area of TESOL at the elementary, middle, and high school levels.
The primary target population for this certificate program are
teachers who are currently certified in other content areas and
have English language learners (ELLs) present in their classes but
do not have the pedagogical and theoretical knowledge needed
for meeting their students’ specific language needs. The program
will also be appealing for other populations, such as non-public P12 teachers, as well as other educators or trainers who work with
ELL populations in different contexts. For public school teachers,
the program will address a growing state need as Maryland
school systems have had a 115% increase in the number of
students with ELL designations since the 2002-2003 school year.
In anticipation that local school systems will desire this training
for their teachers, the program will initially be offered to specific
cohorts. When the program is offered to specific cohorts, the
program will be offered at convenient locations, such as the
Universities at Shady Grove, the Laurel Center, or at local schools.
The program may also be offered in a blended format.

The program will address second language acquisition theory,
ESOL methods, ESOL literacy across the primary and secondary
content areas, and second language assessment. The curriculum
will consist of four courses: EDCI631 Student Assessment in the
Second Language Classroom; EDCI634 Methods of Teaching ESOL;
EDCI636 Teaching ESOL Reading and Writing in the Elementary
Classroom Areas or EDCI638 Teaching ESOL Reading and Writing
in Secondary Content Areas; and EDCI732 Second Language
Acquisition. These courses are already included in the TLPL
department’s existing 42-credit Master’s Certification TESOL
program and the 30-credit Master’s Non-certification TESOL
program.

Relevant Policy # & URL:
Recommendation:

Committee Work:

Alternatives:
Risks:

Financial Implications:
Further Approvals Required:

This proposal received the unanimous support of the Graduate
PCC committee on October 27, 2014. The proposal also received
unanimous support from Senate Programs, Curricula, and Courses
committee at its meeting on November 7, 2014.
N/A
The Senate Committee on Programs, Curricula, and Courses
recommends that the Senate approve this new PostBaccalaureate Certificate program.
The committee considered this proposal at its meeting on
November 7, 2014. Drew Fagan from the Department of
Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership, presented the
proposal and responded to committee questions. After
discussion, the committee voted unanimously to recommend the
proposal.
The Senate could decline to approve this new certificate program.
If the Senate declines to approve this new certificate program,
the University will lose an opportunity to offer needed
professional development for teachers looking to enhance their
knowledge of teaching English to speakers of other languages,
which is a growing need in the state of Maryland.
There are no significant financial implications with this proposal.
This program will be funded primarily through tuition revenue.
If the Senate approves this proposal, it would still require further
approval by the President, the Chancellor, and the Maryland
Higher Education Commission.
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Summary of Proposed Action:

The Department o f Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership ( T L P L ) is proposing a new PostBaccalaureate Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers o f Other Languages (TESOL). The purpose o f this
certificate is to offer professional development to a variety o f educators in the area o f TESOL at the elementary
middle, and high school levels. The target participants w i l l be educators who are currently certified i n other
content areas and have English language learners (ELLs) present i n their classes but do not have the
pedagogical and theoretical knowledge needed for meeting their specific language needs; these educators als
may or may not want to pursue an add-on certification i n P-12 English to Speakers o f Other Languages (ESOL
for the state o f Maryland. The certificate w i l l also be beneficial for teachers o f adults or supplemental schools
who have not had formal preparation in TESOL.

The course sequence w i l l consist o f four (4) courses (12 credits) that are essential i n order to be successful in
working w i t h ELLs i n both ESOL and non-ESOL content classrooms, specifically courses i n second language
acquisition theory, ESOL pedagogy, ESOL literacy across the primary and secondary content areas, and seco
language assessment. These courses are already included i n the Department's existing 42-credit Master's
Certification TESOL Program and 30-credit Master's Non-certification TESOL Program. They w i l l be offered
to cohorts o f teachers, w i t h a maximum o f 28 teachers per cohort.
Upon completion, the participants w i l l receive a Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in TESOL from the University
of Maryland. Participants w i l l also have the option o f transferring these credits toward a Master's in Education
and/or certification in the field.
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PROPOSAL
POST-BACCALAUREATE CERTIFICATE: TEACHING ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF
OTHER LANGUAGES (TESOL)
C O L L E G E O F EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
D E P A R T M E N T O F T E A C H I N G AND L E A R N I N G , P O L I C Y AND L E A D E R S H I P
Overview
The Department o f Teaching and Learning, Policy and Leadership (TLPL) is proposing a new
Post-Baccalaureate Certificate i n Teaching English to Speakers o f Other Languages (TESOL).
The purpose o f this certificate is to offer professional development to a variety o f educators i n
the area o f TESOL at the elementary, middle, and high school levels. The target participants w i l l
be educators who are currently certified i n other content areas and have English language
learners (ELLs) present i n their classes but do not have the pedagogical and theoretical
knowledge needed for meeting their specific language needs; these educators also may or may
not want to pursue an add-on certification i n P-12 English to Speakers o f Other Languages
(ESOL) for the state o f Maryland. The certificate w i l l also be beneficial for teachers o f adults or
supplemental schools who have not had formal preparation i n TESOL.
The course sequence w i l l consist o f four (4) courses (12 credits) that are essential i n order to be
successful i n working with ELLs in both ESOL and non-ESOL content classrooms, specifically
courses i n second language acquisition theory, ESOL pedagogy, ESOL literacy across the
primary and secondary content areas, and second language assessment. These courses are already
included i n the Department's existing 42-credh Master's Certification TESOL Program and 30credit Master's Non-certification TESOL Program. They w i l l be offered to cohorts o f teachers,
with a maximum o f 28 teachers per cohort.
Upon completion, the participants w i l l receive a Post-Baccalaureate Certificate i n TESOL from
the University o f Maryland.
Completers w i l l also have the option o f transferring these credits toward a Master's i n Education
and/or certification i n the field.
Rationale
This Post-Baccalaureate Certificate w i l l meet the professional needs o f the Maryland school
systems which have had a 115% increase i n the number o f students with E L L designations since
the 2002-2003 school year, w i t h 27,311 i n 2002-2001 compared with 58,931 i n 2013-2014 (data
from the Title 111/ELL Office, Department o f Curriculum, Assessment, & Accountability,
Maryland State Department o f Education). These numbers do not include those students who
have recently exited the E L L designation but are still i n the process o f acquiring the English
language and continue to struggle with English literacy across the content areas. This increase is
found i n counties with a historically large representation o f ELLs i n classrooms, such as
Montgomery and Prince George's, both o f which are experiencing shortages i n ESL teachers and
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content area teachers knowledgeable i n E L L pedagogy. Simultaneously, counties such as Anne
Arundel, Howard, and Frederick, which historically have had relatively low populations o f
ELLs, have seen the number o f ELLs grow exponentially over the last ten years. As with
Montgomery and Prince George's Counties, though, the number o f teachers who can meet this
student population's linguistic needs both i n ESOL and content area classrooms have not
increased i n parallel.
Due to these current trends in numbers o f ELLs across the state, and, i n particular, counties i n
close proximity to the university, the proposed PBC program would be desirable for those
teachers who have not already been exposed to second language acquisition theory and ESOL
pedagogy and plan to:
(1) Continue working w i t h ELLs i n their content areas.
(2) Apply for their add-on certification i n ESOL.
(3) Work with ELLs outside o f the public school system.
Additionally, the program would also be helpful for those teachers who may already teach ELLs
by virtue o f having taken Praxis I I without preparation i n a TESOL program. These teachers
would benefit by enhancing their understanding o f second language learning theory and practice
in order to enhance their pedagogy. Finally, this certificate w i l l meet the needs o f individuals
who are interested i n the field o f TESOL but are not working i n a public school system. This
includes teachers i n community language programs for children and adults, as well as those
contracted to teach adults English for business or government institutions domestically and
internationally.
As a land-grant institution, the University o f Maryland, College Park, is positioned well to offer
this post-baccalaureate certification to its neighboring school districts. Currently, there are
numerous Master's i n TESOL programs throughout the state o f Maryland; however, only two
schools have post-baccalaureate certificates such as the one proposed here: Salisbury State and
University o f Maryland, Baltimore County ( U M B C ) . The program at Salisbury State consists o f
15 credit hours but focuses on practicing teachers on the Eastern Shore as courses are only
offered in person, thus not making it accessible for students in the local Washington, DC metro
area. The 12-credit program at U M B C , while offered both online and in-person, draws from
students i n the Baltimore metro area and is an open enrollment program; as such, it is not easily
accessible for closed cohort programs with school districts i n the Washington, D C metro area
that aim to have programs geared towards their specific E L L student populations' needs. The
proposed program here at the University o f Maryland, College Park, would address that much
needed niche.
Nature of the Program
The TESOL PBC program w i l l address second language acquisition theory, ESOL methods,
ESOL literacy across the primary and secondary content areas, and second language assessment.
The curriculum o f the courses w i l l also integrate the backgrounds, current work settings, and
future needs o f the participants, including preparing ELLs for the World-Class Instructional
Design and Assessment ( W I D A ) Standards, recently introduced i n the Maryland school systems.
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and the Maryland College and Career-Ready Standards (MCCRS). I n addition, the courses w i l l
incorporate the use o f technology.
The program w i l l be offered off-campus at a location convenient for the cohort, such as the
Universities at Shady Grove, the Laurel Center, or at local schools already approved by the
College o f Education for off-campus outreach programs. Classes w i l l be held i n the late
afternoon or evening to accommodate in-service teachers' work schedules and w i l l include faceto-face, on-line, or other blended pedagogies.
One course w i l l be offered each semester i n consecutive semesters, with summers included, so
the students are able to complete the certificate at the earliest i n one calendar year. Students may
also elect to complete the courses at their o w n pace. However, as stipulated i n University policy,
students w i l l need to complete the coursework within five years o f enrolling.
Title of Certificate: Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers o f Other
Languages (TESOL)
Course and Catalog Descriptions:
E D C I 631: Student Assessment i n the Second Language Classroom
•
Analysis o f standardized and teacher-made FL/ESL tests; emphasis on principles o f
FL/ESL test construction. Field-testing o f commercial and teacher-made materials.
E D C I 634: Methods o f Teaching ESOL
•

This course presents a survey o f the historical and current approaches, methods, and
techniques o f teaching English to speakers o f other languages, from grammar to
translation to audio-lingual and communicative approaches. Additionally, successful
classroom practices that address the needs o f culturally diverse and language minority
students w i l l be analyzed.

*EDC1 636: Teaching ESOL Reading and Writing in the Elementary Classroom Areas
•
Analysis o f elementary school classroom culture, social contexts, and instructional
strategies which foster language development i n elementary school content areas.
* E D C I 638: Teaching ESOL Reading and Writing i n Secondary Content Areas
•
Analysis o f approaches to curriculum, current research, theory and pedagogy o f reading
and writing to second language students from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
E D C I 732: Second Language Acquisition
•

Major theoretical approaches to second language acquisition.

*Depending on the specified needs o f the cohort, E D C I 636 or E D C I 638 w i l l be offered.
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Course Sequence
Semester 1 Summer I I
Semester
Fall
Semester
Semester 2
Semester 3 Spring
Semester

E D C I 732: Second Language Acquisition
E D C I 634: Methods o f Teaching ESOL
EDCI 636: Teaching ESOL Reading and Writing i n the
Elementary Classroom Areas
OR

Semester 4 Summer I
Semester

E D C I 638: Teaching ESOL Reading and Writing i n Secondary
Content Areas
E D C I 631: Student Assessment i n the Second Language
Classroom

Faculty
Faculty who teach these courses w i l l be drawn from the Department o f Teaching and Learning,
Policy and Leadership (TLPL), and w i l l be coordinated by the Outreach/International TESOL
Coordinator. The faculty w i l l comprise a combination o f full-time, tenure-track and clinical
faculty, and adjunct professors who normally teach these courses.
Learning Outcomes
Students w i l l demonstrate:
1. A n ability to plan differentiated lessons that integrate TESOL and W I D A Standards into
ESOL and/or content area courses.
2. A n ability to design thematic units and lessons that align w i t h MCCRS and integrate the
Maryland Teacher Technology Standards (MTTS).
3. Knowledge o f current and historical theories and research into second language
acquisition as applied to language learning i n K-12 contexts.
4. A n ability to assess second language learners' language skills and communicative
competencies using multiple sources o f information, construct teacher-made tests and
authentic assessments for students i n ESOL and/or content area classrooms.
5. Knowledge o f the interactive nature o f the reading and writing processes i n the various
content areas that E L L s find themselves i n P-12 contexts, as well as other theories and
models o f cognition and literacy, and apply them i n designing instruction.
Assessment Measures
Assessments w i l l include (give a clear example o f what's being assessed):
•
•
•

Thematic unit plans focusing on the accuracy and relevance o f differentiated instruction
for ELLs i n content classrooms.
Short reaction papers to course readings demonstrating students' understandings,
critiques, and applications for the classroom.
Case studies on E L L learning in varied educational settings.
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•
•
•

Literature reviews o f key topics on second language acquisition theory and pedagogy.
Second language assessment tool construction.
Video-recordings, reflections, and analyses o f teaching-in-practice.

Admissions Criteria
Students applying for the Post-Baccalaureate Certificate i n TESOL must first indicate interest to
the director who w i l l then vet the applicants for eligibility. Applicants w i l l then submit an
application to the Graduate School o f the University o f Maryland, where they must meet all
requirements o f the Graduate School, including:
•
A m i n i m u m GPA o f 3.0 (4.0 scale) or graduate GPA o f 3.0 (4.0 scale). Applicants with
international credentials must submit in the original language those academic records that
are not written i n English. Such credentials must be accompanied by an accurate and
literal English translation.
•
Three letters o f recommendation that address the applicant's leadership potential,
relevant experience, and ability to succeed in the program.
•
A statement o f goals and objectives for pursuing graduate study. The statement must
indicate both the applicant's practical experience as well as professional goals.
•
Where applicable, a T O E F L score o f 100 or higher or lELTS combined score o f 7.0 or
higher.
Students may apply some or all o f the 12 credits earned for the Post-Baccalaureate Certificate
towards a Master's degree, with the approval o f the student's advisor and the program. However,
acceptance to begin the course o f study for the Post-Baccalaureate Certificate w i l l not
automatically guarantee admission to a degree program. Students w i l l need to apply to and meet
all requirements o f the Graduate School and program to be accepted to the degree program.
Off-Campus Programs
Given that this TESOL Post-Baccalaureate Certificate is intended to serve non-traditional
students who otherwise would not be able to attend on-campus programs (e.g., full-time
teachers), this program w i l l be offered off-campus. As is the current standard and accepted
practice, the Dean o f the College o f Education and the Chair o f T L P L ensure student access to a
full range o f services (including advising, financial aid, and career services) and facilities
(including library and information facilities and computer facilities, i f needed).
Commitment to Diversity
The University o f Maryland is committed to recruiting and retaining a diverse student body. The
university's accreditation by the Middle States Association o f Colleges and Secondary Schools,
the College o f Education's accreditation by the Council for the Accreditation o f Education
Preparation (CAEP), and the Maryland State Department o f Education insure this commitment.
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Resources
Staffing for this program w i l l come from existing faculty within T L P L . Support from tuition
revenues w i l l be sufficient to cover all faculty, facility, and administrative costs (See Tables 1
and 2):
Table 1: Resources ( F Y July 1-June 30)
2015-2016
Resource Categories
1. Reallocated Funds
2. Tuition/Fee Revenue
a. # F . T Students
b. Annual Tuition/Fee Rate
c. Annual Full-time Revenue (a x
b)
d. # Part-time Students
e. Credit Hour Rate (current
differential rate subject to change)
f. Annual Credit Hours
g. Total Part Time Revenue (d x e
xf)

2016-2017

$0
$ 183,000
0
na

2017-2018

$0
$ 183,000
0

2018-2019
$0

$ 183,000
0

2019-2020
$0
$ 183,000
$ 183,000
0
0
$0

25
$610

25
$610

25
$610

25
$610

25
$610

12

12

12

12

12

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

$ 183,000

3. Grants, Contracts, and Other
Resources
4. Other Sources
T O T A L (add 1-4)

Table 2: Expenditures and Revenues by Year ( F Y July 1 - June 30)
Expenditure Categories
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
1. Total Faculty Expenses (b + c
below)
$50,400
$50,400
$50,400
$50,400
$50,400
a. # F T E
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
b. Total Salary
$40,000
$40,000.00
$40,000.00
$40,000.00 $40,000.00
c. Total Benefits
$10,400
$10,400
$10,400
$10,400
$10,400
2. Total Administrative Staff
Expenses (b + c below)
$a. # F T E
b. Total Salary
c. Total Benefits
3. Total Support Staff expenses
a. # F T E
b.
c.
4.
5.

Total Salary
Total Benefits
Equipment
Library

6. New or Renovated Space
7. Other Expenses

$$$$$$$$55,900
$1,000

$55,900
$1,000

$55,900
$1,000

$55,900
$1,000

$55,900

Shady Grove room charge
Entrepreneurial/Admin fee (10%
of tuition)

$18,300

$18,300

$18,300

$18,300

$18,300

College of Education Fee (20% of
tuition)

$36,600

$36,600

$36,600

$36,600

$36,600

$ 106,300

$106,300

$106,300

$106,300

$106,300

T O T A L (add 1-7)
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$1,000

*This does not include any factors for inflation since we assume salaries and tuition will go up by similar
percentages

Other Issues
I f a school district wishes to sponsor a cohort o f its teachers, a Memorandum o f Understanding
( M O U ) w i l l be negotiated w i t h the school district, as is current standard practice.
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E D C I 631: Student Assessment in the Second Language Classroom
University of Maryland, College Park, Spring 2014
Mondays, 5:00- 7:45 pm
Professor: Dr. Ebony Terrell Shockley
E-mail: eterrell@umd.edu
Telephone: (301) 405-4959
Skype Contact: eterrelll5
Location: A S Y 3211 (Art -Sociology Building)
Office hours: Mondays, 3:30-4:30 & by appt.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course provides students w i t h an analysis o f standardized and teacher-made foreign
language and English as a Second Language (FL/ESL) tests; the emphasis is on principles o f
FL/ESL test construction, as well as field-testing o f commercial and teacher-made materials.
Participants w i l l be able to understand foundational language assessment concepts and apply
these to the selection, use and interpretation o f externally-developed standardized tests and to the
adaptation, development, administration, scoring and interpretation o f classroom assessments.
The course addresses assessment o f both language and academic content. Participants w i l l also
become familiar w i t h current social, legal and political issues i n testing. Finally, participants
w i l l be able to evaluate compliance w i t h international standards o f ethics i n assessment.
COURSE S T A N D A R D S A N D OBJECTIVES
This course is specifically designed to address the M S D E ESOL preK-12 certification
assessment requirement and the TESOL Standards Domain 4 (Assessment). I n addition, the
College o f Education Conceptual Framework, Maryland Teacher Technology Standards
( M T T S ) , as well as InTASC Standards are identified throughout this syllabus.
By the end o f this course, students w i l l be able to demonstrate an understanding o f issues i n
assessment and foundational assessment concepts as they relate to second language learners
(TESOL 4.a.l, 4.a.2, 4.a.3, 4.a.4, 4.a.5; CF: Subject Matter).
Course Objectives: B y the end o f this course, students w i l l be able to:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Adapt and construct classroom assessments o f both language and academic content for
second language learners (TESOL 4.b.3, 4 . c . l , 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.c.5; CF: Pedagogy).
Evaluate and describe the strengths and weaknesses o f externally-developed standardized
assessments for second language learners and interpret and use results appropriately
(TESOL 4 . b . l , 4.b.2; CF: Subject Matter).
Assess and produce evidence that demonstrate that you understand how to determine
second language learners' language proficiency for a variety o f purposes using multiple
sources o f information (TESOL 4.b.3; CF: Subject Matter).
Evaluate the principles o f assessment as related to assessing second language learners
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(4.a.l, 4.a.2, 4.a.3, 4.a.5; CF: Subject Matter).
5. Compute, interpret and use basic test data to inform instruction (TESOL 4.a.5, 4.b.2,
M T T S I V , CF: Technology, Educational Goals and Assessment)
REQUIRED TEXTS
1.

Genesee, F., & Upshur, J. (1996). Classroom-based evaluation
education. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.

2.

Supplementary Readings (see ELMS)

in second

language

3. Online Resources i n testing and assessment
ASSIGNMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
Class Preparation and Participation
Issues Sjmthesis
Teacher-made Test
Published Test Analysis
Final Assessment
TOTAL:

30%
20%
10%
15%
25%
100%

Grading Scale:
A+-98-100%

B + = 88-89.9%

C+ = 78-79.9%

D + = 68-69.9%

A = 94-97.0%

B = 84-87.9%

C= 74-77.9%

D = 64-67.9%

A - = 90-93.9 %

B - = 80-83.9%

C- - 70-73.9%

D - = 60-63.9%

F = 0-59.9%

1. Class P r e p a r a t i o n a n d Presentation (30%): read and anlyze texts before each class;
participate i n class discussions and activities, attend synchronous sessions. I n addition,
the Surveys and Discussions are key assignments for this p a r t of grading. For
Discussions, aim for initial postings of at least 200 w o r d s and responses to others that
are at least 75 w o r d s .
2. I s s u e s Synthesis (20%): Choose a c u r r e n t issue i n language assessment. Read 5-7
articles on the topic. W r i t e a 4-6 page synthesis. Research a published language test
using p r i n t and electronic resources; w r i t e up r e v i e w and conclusions.
REFERENCES DUE: MONDAY. MARCH 10™. 2014
FINAL VERSION DUE: MONDAY. MARCH 17™. 2014
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3. T e a c h e r - m a d e T e s t ( 1 0 % ) : Analyze a teacher-made test; w r i t e up results of analysis
applying test t e r m i n o l o g y (e.g., principles of assessment] and concepts studies.
DUE: MONDAY. APRIL 7™. 2014
Rubric:
Part 1: Accuracy & Completion Questions:
•
•
•

Each question is answered and is accurate (4 points)
Most questions are answered or most questions are accurate (3 points)
Some questions are answered or some questions are accurate ( 1 point)

Part 2: Accuracy & Completion P r o m p t
• Appropriate, accurate, and complete responses w i t h 150-200 w o r d s (4 points)
• Appropriate, accurate, or complete responses w i t h 150-200 w o r d s (2 points)
•
One o f the above ( 1 point)
Part 3: Promptness
• Submitted early or on t i m e [2 points)
•
Submitted one day late ( 1 point)
•
Submitted m o r e t h a n one day late (0 points)
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4.

P u b l i s h e d T e s t A n a l y s i s ( 1 5 % ) : Research a pubhshed language test (this may include
an e n t r y level assessment] using p r i n t and electronic resources; w r i t e up r e v i e w and
conclusions.
DUE: MONDAY. APRIL 21. 2014
Rubric:
3 points

1 point

0

mrm.

the

errors.
sumimrf

Completion

AbmM,

5.

F i n a l A s s e s s m e n t ( 2 5 % ) : Develop a t r a d i t i o n a l pencil-and-paper language test and a
performance-based assessment for a specific i n s t r u c t i o n a l unit. Include the steps and
components of B a c k w a r d Design.
DUE: MONDAY. MAY 12™. 2014
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COURSE POLICIES
The following guidelines apply to written assignments for this course. Unless otherwise
specified, written assignments are to be submitted i n hard copy i n class on the day they are due.
As identification, they should include your name, course title, assignment title and date on top o f
page. Include page numbers and use a traditional 12-point font such as Times N e w Roman.
Double space and use one-inch margins. Use in-text citations and references when necessary,
following A P A format. I n addition, be sure to check your work to make sure it is free o f editing
errors.
Late work w i l l be penalized five percentage points a day except i n the case o f a serious
emergency or illness. I f you know i n advance that y o u w i l l not be able to turn something i n on
the due date due to religious observances or participation i n university activities at the request o f
university authorities, you must make arrangements w i t h me to turn i n the work prior to the due
date. I n the case o f an emergency or serious illness, late work w i l l only be accepted i f you
contact me ahead o f time or as soon as possible following the incident.
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A l l students are required to comply with the University's Honor Code, which prohibits cheating
on exams, plagiarizing papers, submitting the same paper for credit i n two courses without
authorization, buying papers, submitting fraudulent documents and forging signatures. On each
assignment, students are required to write and sign the following: I pledge on m y honor that
I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on this examination.
Allegations o f academic dishonesty should be reported directly to the Honor Council (301-3148450) by any member o f the campus community. For a copy o f the full text o f the Code, please
go to www^.jpo.umd.edu.
Disability support services are available to students who need them. I f you have a documented
disability and need academic adjustments or accommodations, please speak w i t h me about it
during the first two weeks o f class. A l l discussions w i l l remain confidential. To coordinate
accommodations, students must contact Disability Support Services and submit an
accommodation request each semester. Information is available on the web at
w w w .coun sel i ng. umd .edu/DS S.
Your participation i n the evaluation o f courses through CourseEvalUM is a responsibility y o u
hold as a student member o f our academic community. Your feedback is confidential and
important to the improvement o f teaching and learning at the University. Please go directly to the
website (mvw.courseevalum .umd .edu) to complete your evaluations starting May 1. B y
completing all o f your evaluations each semester, y o u w i l l have the privilege o f accessing online,
at Testudo, the evaluation reports for the thousands o f courses for which 70% or more students
submitted their evaluations.
Religious Observance: The University o f Maryland policy on religious observances states that
students not be penalized i n any way for participation i n religious observances. Students shall be
allowed, whenever possible, to make up assignments that are missed due to such absences.
However, they must contact the instructor before the absence with a written notification o f the
projected absence, and arrangements w i l l be made for make-up work or examinations.
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Week/Date
Week 1
Jan. 27
Week 2
Feb. 3
Week 3
Feb 10
Week 4
Feb 17
Weeks
Feb 24

Week 6
Mar 3
Week 7
Mar 10

E D C I 631- Sprin
Topics
Module 1: Introduction to Course Introduction
Assessment
Online Survey; Expectations
Acknowledgement
Purposes and uses of asse

Validity, reliability, and pract
Backwash and impact
Constructs for listening, spe

Backward Design
Bias/Perspectives/Culture

Module 2: Teaching and Course Objectives
Testing
Language Objectives

Module 3: Assessing
without Tests

Journals, portfolios, confere
Test development
Testing techniques
Test Statistics
Testing Grammar and Voca
Spring Break

Module 4: Test
Development and
Interpretation
Weeks
Mar 17

Developing, interpreting, an
Standardized testing of Acc
Module 5: Rubrics and
Accommodations

Week 9
Mar 24
Week 10
Mar 31

Rubrics
Language proficiency asses
Maryland Accommodations
ELLs and special education
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Week 12
Apr 14

Week 11
Apr 7

Data Analysis & Instructiona
Policy, Accountability Testin

Module 6: Data Analysis Bilingual/Ll Assessments
& Accountability
Adapting content area asse

State and Federal Modificat
Response to Intervention

Module 7: Alternative
Assessments

Performance Assessment
Special uses of language te
Alternative Assessment
Self- and Peer-Assessment
Wrap-up Review
Course Evaluations

Week 13
Apr 21
Week 14
Apr 28

Week 15
May 5
May 12
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E D C I 634: Methods of Teaching E S O L
University of Maryland, College P a r k
Wednesdays, 5:00-7:45 pm

Professor: Dr. Roberta Lavine
Email: rlavine@umd.edu
Office Jimenez Hail 2102
Office Hours: Before or after class, or by appointment
Office Number: 301-405-6443
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This course presents a survey o f the historical and current approaches, methods, and techniques
o f teaching English to speakers o f other languages, from grammar to translation to audio-lingual
and communicative approaches. Additionally, successful classroom practices that address the
needs o f culturally diverse and language minority students w i l l be analyzed.
S T A N D A R D S A N D OBJECTIVES
This course is designed to address the following T E S O L / N C A T E Standards:
a. Domain 3 a- Planning for standards-based ESL and content instruction
b. Domain 3 b- Implementing and managing standards-based ESL and content-instruction
c. Domain 3c- Using resources and technology effectively in ESL and content instruction
In addressing these standards, by the end o f the course students w i l l be able to:
1. Acquire an understanding o f historical and current methodology o f ESL teaching.
2. Acquire knowledge o f the concepts o f standards, the TESOL standards, and the Maryland
State Department o f Education Standards for ESOL, and how they relate to language
competency, proficiency, teaching, and learning.
3. Demonstrate an understanding o f key theoretical concepts o f ESL methodology
4. Demonstrate a familiarity w i t h a variety o f issues, activities, and evaluation relevant to
listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
5. Plan instruction to achieve objectives.
6. Implement the plan o f instruction i n delivery o f instruction.
7. Use a variety o f materials and strategies, including the use o f technology, which meets
learners' individual needs, as well as motivates and involves learners.
REQUIRED R E A D I N G S
1.

Brown, H . D . (2007). Teaching by principles: An interactive approach to language
pedagogy. White Plains, N Y : Pearson.
2. Additional readings on E L M S - elms.umd.edu
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ASSIGNMENTS A N D E V A L U A T I O N S
Take-home Methods Evaluation (individual
Observation Assignment (individual or pair)
Electronic Discussions & Participation
Teaching Tips (pairs)
Research Articles (individual)
Teaching Philosophy (individual)
Cross-Cultural Projects (individual, pair, or group)
TOTAL:

15%
15%
15%
15%
15%
5%
20%
100%

Grading Scale:
A + = 98-100%

B + = 88-89.9%

C+ = 78-79.9%

D + = 68-69.9%

A = 94-97.0%

B = 84-87.9%

C= 74-77.9%

D = 64-67.9%

A - = 90-93.9 %

B- = 80-83.9%

C- = 70-73.9%

D - = 60-63.9%

1.

F = 0-59.9%

Take-home Methods Evaluation (15%): We w i l l have a take-home evaluation to help
us synthesize and apply what we've learned.
DUE: October 5"^

2.

Classroom Observation (15%): Y o u w i l l have the opportunity to observe a
linguistically and culturally diverse classroom w i t h a critical eye. Your observation
should be one full class period i n an ESL classroom o f your interest (primary, middle,
secondary, adult). Y o u w i l l be provided w i t h a list o f potential sites, though it is your
responsibility to make the contact and set up the time for the observation. Take notes
during the period. Use what you have learned from our class discussions and readings to
analyze and evaluate the teaching. Make specific references to our readings, and provide
suggestions w i t h rationale as you see fit.
DUE: November 30"^

3.

Electronic Discussions (15%): Participation i n class is essential. Please note that
participation includes our electronic discussions and your responses to your colleagues
postings. We w i l l have five formal graded online discussions throughout the course:
a. "Where I come from": Individual post due September 5*; responses due
September 7*
b. "Freedom Writers": Individual post due September 12*; responses due
September 14*
c. "Language Learning Autobiography": Individual post due September 19*;
responses due September 21^'
d. "This I believe": Individual post due September 26*; responses due September
28*
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e.

"Three annotated websites": Individual posts only due October 19

4.

Teaching Tip and Holiday Presentation (15%): Throughout the semester, students w i l l
present a 15 minute teaching tip (microteaching) integrating specific language skills. Y o u
w i l l also hand i n a lesson plan o f the teaching tip. Sign up for your presentation week.

5.

Research Articles (15%): Depending on the teaching context, skill, age group, method,
etc... that interests you, (1) choose one specific topic and aimotate three individual
research articles from 2005 forwaird, and (2) analyze and comment how it can be applied
to your o w n teaching context.
DUE: November 2"*^

6.

Teaching Philosophy (5%): Y o u w i l l develop a teaching philosophy i n written format.
We w i l l review sample teaching philosophies throughout the semester showing you how
to incorporate key concepts from the course into your philosophy.
DUE: D E C E M B E R 7™

7.

Cross-cultural Projects (20%): Y o u w i l l w o r k w i t h your partners at Tamkang
University i n Taiwan to complete seven cross-cultural projects. These tasks w i l l help us
apply and synthesize much o f the course materials and seek a common ground that can
that can benefit future ESL students.

COURSE POLICIES
The following guidelines apply to written assignments for this course. Unless otherwise
specified, written assignments are to be submitted i n hard copy i n class on the day they are due.
As identification, they should include your name, course title, assignment title and date on top o f
page. Include page numbers and use a traditional 12-point font such as Times N e w Roman.
Double space and use one-inch margins. Use in-text citations and references when necessary,
following A P A format. I n addition, be sure to check your work to make sure it is free o f editing
errors.
Late work w i l l be penalized five percentage points a day except i n the case o f a serious
emergency or illness. I f you know i n advance that you w i l l not be able to turn something i n on
the due date due to religious observances or participation i n university activities at the request o f
university authorities, you must make arrangements w i t h me to turn i n the work prior to the due
date. I n the case o f an emergency or serious illness, late work w i l l only be accepted i f you
contact me ahead o f time or as soon as possible following the incident.
A l l students are required to comply w i t h the University's Honor Code, which prohibits cheating
on exams, plagiarizing papers, submitting the same paper for credit i n two courses without
authorization, buying papers, submitting fraudulent documents and forging signatures. On each
assignment, students are required to write and sign the following: I pledge on my honor that
I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on this examination.
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Allegations o f academic dishonesty should be reported directly to the Honor Council (301-3148450) by any member o f the campus community. For a copy o f the full text o f the Code, please
go to un-id edu.
Disability support services are available to students who need them. I f you have a documented
disability and need academic adjustments or accommodations, please speak w i t h me about it
during the first two weeks o f class. A l l discussions w i l l remain confidential. To coordinate
accommodations, students must contact Disability Support Services and submit an
accommodation request each semester. Information is available on the web at
www.counseling.umd.edu'^DSS.
Your participation i n the evaluation o f courses through CourseEvalUM is a responsibility y o u
hold as a student member o f our academic community. Your feedback is confidential and
important to the improvement o f teaching and learning at the University. Please go directly to the
website (www.courseevalum.umd.edu) to complete your evaluations starting. B y completing all
o f your evaluations each semester, you w i l l have the privilege o f accessing online, at Testudo,
the evaluation reports for the thousands o f courses for which 70% or more students submitted
their evaluations.
ReliRious Observance: The University o f Maryland policy on religious observances states that
students not be penalized i n any way for participation i n religious observances. Students shall be
allowed, whenever possible, to make up assignments that are missed due to such absences.
However, they must contact the instructor before the absence w i t h a written notification o f the
projected absence, and arrangements w i l l be made for make-up work or examinations.
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Unit
Date
Weekl
A u g . 31

Week 2
Sept. 7

Week 3
Sept. 14

Week 4
Sept. 21

Themes
Topics
Introduction
• Introduction to class
• Introduction to E L M S
• Class Business

EDCI 634

Intro to Classroom Assessment Techniques
Teaching by principles

Excellent in education
•
•

•

Historical overview o f methods

Methods: Where we come from

Where I come from due

C L T and communicative competence
Lesson planning: Good and bad lesson plan

Methods: Where are we now?
•
•

Freedom writers due

Methods: Where are we now?
• Task-based learning and backward design
• Skills integration
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•

Wimba Voice board

Language learning autobiography

•
•

Speaking and Writing

Due

due

Technology
Exploring resources and evaluating ESL w
resources
Review o f ESL sites

The Classroom

Teaching Tip #1: Listening

The Classroom
• Weave together: Into, Through, Beyond
• Vocabulary

Take-home methods evaluation due

•

The Classroom

This I believe due

The Classroom
Weeks
Sept. 28*
•
Listening
and Reading
•
Observation

Week 6
Oct. 5

Week?
Oct. 12

Week 8
Oct. 19

•
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Week 9
Oct. 26

Week 10
Nov. 2

Week 11
Nov. 9

Week 12
N o v . 16

•

Introduction to the activities with Taiwan

Three annotated websites due
The Classroom
• The millenials
• Teaching grammar
Teaching Tip #2 Speaking Due

articles due

The Classroom
• Competence, proficiency, and standards
Research

Learning styles & strategies
Case study on strategy-based instruction

Who we are: Individual differences
•
•

Teaching Tip #3 Reading due

Multiple intelligences
Case study on individual differences
Comments on Style Instruments

Who we are: Individual differences
•
•
•

Teaching Tip #4 Writing due
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Week 13
N o v . 23
The Classroom
• Cooperative Learning
• Teaching Philosophy

Thanksgiving- No Class

due

project due

due

Assessment Activitites (online)

Cross-cultural

Wrap-up and Review

Teaching Philosophy

•

The Classroom

Class observation

Week 14
N o v . 30

Week 15
Dec. 7

Week 16
Dec. 14
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E D C I 636: Teaching E S O L Reading and Writing in the
Elementary Classroom Areas
University of Maryland, College Park, Fall 2013
Online
Professor: Dr. Megan Madigan Peercy
Email: mpeercy(@unid^^
Office: 2231 Benjamin Building
Office hours: B y appointment
Electronic location for course materials on Canvas: elms.umd.edu
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Prerequisite:

EDCI

634.

Analysis o f elementary school classroom culture, social contexts, and instructional strategies that
foster language development i n elementary school content areas.
This course addresses the following T E S O L / N C A T E Standards:
3a: Planning for Standards-Based ESL and Content Instruction
3b: Implementing

and Managing Standards-Based

3c: Using Resources

and Technology Effectively

ESL and Content

Instruction

in ESL and Content

Instruction

REQUIRED M A T E R I A L S / P A R T I C I P A N T S
You w i l l need the following for the course:
•

A group of young learners (preschool-6'^ grade age) you can videotape yourself
working
with, and permission to videotape yourself working with them. A critical part o f the
course is your participation in 3 assignments (described below) i n which you videotape
yourself interacting w i t h learners, upload video, and reflect on the video and your
experience. This can be a different group o f children for each assignment, or you can
work with the same group each time. These assignments can be w i t h students that you are
teaching now, your children, neighbors, etc. Start thinking now about a group with
whom you can work. Y o u w i l l need to have parent permission to videotape the learners.
I w i l l provide you w i t h the appropriate forms for requesting permission.

•

Computer with Broadband Connection. Y o u w i l l need a computer w i t h speakers or
headphones in a comfortable place where you can work for long hours without distraction
or interruption, with a broadband (high speed) connection to the internet (such as DSL or
a cable modem services). A dial up connection w i l l not support course content and caimot
be used.
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Video camera or webcam. This class frequently requires you to create video and upload
it, as well as participate i n synchronous meetings that require audio and video capability.
You can buy a webcam at a computer hardware store. Many laptops now have webcams
built in.
•

Microphone. Y o u w i l l need a microphone. These are often built-in to webcams and
computer headphones, as well as laptop computers.

•

Microsoft Office. Y o u w i l l need to have the Microsoft Office suite i n order to view,
create, and edit documents for this course.

•

Web browser. Up-to-date browser, such as Safari, Internet Explorer, Chrome, etc.

•

Adobe Acrobat. Y o u w i l l need Acrobat (free download from the internet) to read .pdf
documents for this course.

•

Capability to digitally videorecord, edit, and upload video. Y o u w i l l need a videocamera
or phone that allow you to digitally videorecord yourself teaching 3 assignments i n this
class. Y o u w i l l also need iMovie (for Macs; free online at
http://en.kioskea.net/download/download-1238-imovie-hd) or Movie Maker (for PCs;
free online at http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/get-movie-maker-download),
or similar software, to excerpt a short segment o f your teaching to upload to Canvas.

Required texts
1. Peregoy, S.F. & Boyle, O.F. (2013), 6* ed. Reading, writing, and learning in ESL: A
resource book for K-12 teachers. Boston: Pearson.
2.

Freeman, D.E. & Freeman, Y.S. (2000). Teaching reading in multilingual
Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann.

classrooms.

3.

Samway, K . D . (2006). When English language learners write: Connecting research to
practice, K-8. Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann.

4.

Additional readings listed below, available on our Canvas course site (accessed through
elms.umd.edu).

COURSE O V E R V I E W
Following the T E S O L / N C A T E Standards, This course is built on 4 "core practices" and 2
important cycles. Core practices are briefly explained i n the course overview video on the home
page for this course i n Canvas. Both core practices and the cycles are explained i n the class
lecture materials for Sept. 3. B r i e f written explanations follow below.
What are core practices?
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Core practices (CP) are practices tliat are essential to successful classroom
teaching and student learning, and are possible for novice teachers to learn and
enact.
There are core practices that are important across content areas, such as leading a
classroom discussion, designing a sequence o f lessons, and communicating
effectively w i t h colleagues and parents/guardians.
There are also field-specific core practices. I n this course, we w i l l focus on 4 core
practices that are specific to the teaching o f ELLs:
• providing students with comprehensible input;
• generating content and language objectives (with content emerging
from standards and language objectives that support content
objectives by addressing the academic language demands o f the
content-based texts and tasks);
•
scaffolding language learners i n ways that are responsive to their
language proficiency, cognitive abilities, and the demands o f the
task; and
• creating opportunities for both receptive and productive use o f
language i n appropriately challenging ways.
Understanding the core practices cycle: one cycle we use i n throughout the semester i n
this course is an inquiry cycle that w i l l help you better recognize, analyze, and utilize
core practices. I n it, y o u w i l l engage i n the following activities:
Deconstruct CP: Introduce and discuss the CP
Demonstrate CP: Observe examples o f the use o f the CP i n action
Rehearse and coach CP: Practice using the CP with peers and coach one another,
give and receive feedback
Implement CP and analyze: Enact the CP with students, analyze use o f CP and
teaching-learning interactions,
Reflect: Throughout each step o f this cycle reflect on the CP and your use o f it.
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The cycle above corresponds w i t h the lesson cycle we w i l l use twice this semester i n
which you w i l l :
Learn more about the CP through class materials and discussion
V i e w examples o f the CP being used
Plan lessons that include the use o f the 4 CP
Meet synchronously online with a small group o f classmates to do rehearsal and
coaching o f your lesson, focusing on the 4 CP
Implement and videotape your lesson w i t h the intended learner audience—^you
w i l l need a group o f young learners (preschool-6* grade age) you can videotape
yourself working with 3 times, for 3 different assignments, this semester.
Reflect on and analyze your lesson, examining your use o f the 4 CP
*^

I n addition to this lesson cycle, you w i l l notice that modules are divided by content,
rather than length o f time (module lengths vary from 1-3 weeks i n this course), and each
module has an "outcome," that is, each module has a goal towards which it is working,
and the module ends when that goal (usually i n the form o f an assignment due) is
completed
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COURSE A S S I G N M E N T S
Class Participation & Professionalism
Reading Reactions
Demonstration o f Reading Strategies
Classroom Observations & Analyses
Lesson Cycles
Synthesis Assignment
TOTAL:

10%
5%
15%
15%
40%
\5%
100%

Grading Scale:
A+-98-100%

B + = 88-89.9%

C+ = 78-79.9%

D + = 68-69.9%

A - 94-97.0%

B = 84-87.9%

C= 74-77.9%

D = 64-67.9%

A - = 90-93.9%

B - = 80-83.9%

C- = 70-73.9%

D - = 60-63.9%

1.

F = 0-59.9%

Class participation and professionalism (10%)): Participation i n this online course
includes completing work such as your introduction to your classmates, participating i n
synchronous class meetings, and contributing i n meaningful ways to the discussion
board, rehearsals and feedback w i t h peers, and other small group activities. Just as I
expect active contributions and engagement i n face-to-face courses, I also expect them i n
this course. I n some respects, your contributions to our meaning-making together as a
class may be even more critical i n this online format because we do not have the benefit
o f regular interactions i n the same physical space, where common understanding is often
built together. We thus may need to work harder to accomplish this together online.
Please be especially conscious about making every effort to interact as you participate i n
this class.

2. Reading reactions (5%): Post reactions and/or questions to something that struck you
about the readings at least 3 times during the semester on the Discussion section in
Canvas. These should be posted by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday night o f class to which the
readings correspond as being due. I f others have posted for the readings for which you
are posting questions/reactions, please also read their postings and consider responding to
what they have said i n your post. These do not need to be lengthy, I am more interested i n
evidence o f your thinking (not summaries o f what you have read; but rather analysis,
synthesis, evaluation).
D U E : O N G O I N G , you choose 3 dates
3.

Demonstration o f reading strategies (15%): Find a multicultural (diversity o f language,
country, ethnicity, region o f the county, disability, different family structure, etc.)
children's book and an audience ( o f at least 1-2 young children—preschool-6* grade age)
to w h o m y o u can read aloud (this can be in your classroom, i f you are teaching; or it can
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be i n your child's classroom, or to your own children, to neighbor children, etc.), using
one or more o f the reading strategies discussed i n our texts (some possibilities include:
Big Books (Peregoy & Boyle); book walk ( P & B ; Freemans, pgs. 14 and 47); text features
( P & B ) , previewing ( P & B ) ; text to self/text/world connections ( P & B ) , and many others—
see P & B Chapters 8-10 or the web for additional ideas). Y o u must videorecord yourself
reading and using reading strategies while you work w i t h your leamer(s). Then watch
your video, choose 1-2 minutes to upload, and share; and write an analysis i n which you
describe your practices and how successful you were at enacting any o f the four core
practices we are focusing on i n our class (listed below).
Core practices
• Comprehensible input
• Opportunities for both receptive and productive use o f language i n appropriately
challenging ways
•
Scaffolding language learners i n ways that are responsive to their language
proficiency, cognitive abilities, and the demands o f the task
• Generating content and language objectives (with content emerging from
standards and language objectives that support content objectives by addressing
the academic language demands o f the content-based texts and tasks)-> this CP
is the least likely o f the 4 CP to be part o f this assignment, but i f you are i n a
classroom right now it is possible this would be part o f your CP and recording.
In your write-up, please also discuss how your practices would be beneficial to ELLs (or
could be improved upon to be more beneficial to ELLs), citing at least 2 readings from
our class or outside readings to support your claims (use A P A format for in-text and
reference list citations). Y o u should also post an annotated bibliography for your book to
our collective list on discussion board to build a list o f multicultural children's resources
compiled by you and your classmates for you to use i n the fiature. Your bibliography
should use A P A format (e.g.. Miller, J. (1982). Darwin for beginners. V a n Loon, B .
(lUus.). N e w York: Pantheon.), and should give a brief summary, recommendations for
proficiency and grade levels o f students, and share teaching ideas and information about
special qualities o f the book (illustrations, idioms, rhyming, similes, punctuation, etc.).
See Peregoy & Boyle's section at the end o f each chapter entitled "Suggestions for
further reading" for an example o f annotated bibliographies. There are also many
citations on the web about preparing annotated bibliographies.
To record and excerpt your reading demonstration video: Record yourself using a
videocamera, phone, or webcam on a computer ( i f your movements are limited enough to
fit in the scope o f your computer's camera). I f using a videocamera or phone, PC users
can utilize Movie Maker and Mac users can utilize iMovie to excerpt 1-2 minutes o f
video (there are multiple tutorial videos on YouTube which how to use these software
tools, i f you have difficulty, contact Bedrettin Yazan, technical support for this course, at
byazajri@unid,ed^u for assistance). When your excerpt is ready to submit, you can upload
it to Canvas. I f you are using a computer webcam to record yourself, you can record
your video using the Media tab i n the assignment on Canvas, and then save and upload
the assignment.
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D U E : SEPTEMBER 24, 2013
4.

Classroom observations and analyses (15%): Y o u are required to perform 2 observations
o f classrooms with elementary E L L s i n them. I w i l l provide a list o f some possible
contacts for observations (you must contact them to set up a mutually agreeable time), or
you may check with me i f you have another location where you would like to observe.
Please keep i n mind that you are a representative o f the university while y o u are engaging
i n this work, and act professionally and courteously.
During your observation you should take notes to record your observations. Y o u should
use what you have learned from our class readings and discussions to analyze and discuss
the instruction i n these settings, focusing especially on at least 2 o f the 4 core practices,
but other aspects from our readings and discussion may also be included and analyzed.
Use A P A format for in-text citations and references list. Analysis papers should be
approximately 3-4 double-spaced pages.
In your observation paper you should:
a) Describe the setting (classroom, students, teacher, and the school; some school
information can be found on school websites and also on mdreportcard.org),
b) Describe the instructional activities you observed (were any o f our 4 CP used?),
c) Analyze how the activities did/didn't benefit ELLs (how do they affect E L L s '
learning?),
d) Use at least 3 class (or other outside) readings to support your claims. I f you
feel that some activities were not as beneficial as they could be to ELLs, explain
why, again supporting your claims by citing class readings (and outside
readings, i f y o u ' d like).
O B S E R V A T I O N 1 D U E : O C T O B E R 8, 2013
Gain approval of site by teacher you are observing and Dr. Peercy via Google Doc
sprcadsheei (use tab at bottom of spreadsheet entitled "Observation 1 information and
approval") by September 17, 2013.
O B S E R V A T I O N 2 D U E : N O V E M B E R 12, 2013
Gain approval of site by teacher you are observing and Dr. Peercy via G<}()gle I)oc
spreadsheet (use tab at bottom of spreadsheet entitled "Observation 2 information and
approval") by October 22, 2013.

5.

Lesson cycles (40%>): Y o u are required to participate i n 2 lesson cycles this semester i n
which y o u engage i n the following steps:
a. Find a young learner (preschool-6* grade age) audience to teach (this can be i n
your classroom i f you are teaching, your children, neighbors, your child's class,
etc.)
b. Plan a lesson for a learner audience with whom you have permission to do a
lesson i n which you videotape yourself
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c.

Meet online w i t h an assigned small group i n a synchronous meeting during which
you rehearse part o f your lesson and your small group members coach you and
provide feedback i n light o f the 4 CP for this course
d. Teach the lesson to the intended learner audience and videotape yourself
e. Watch your video, reflect on the successes and challenges o f the lesson (focusing
especially on the 4 CP) and write a reflection and analysis about your lesson
f
Select 2 minutes o f the video which you think are particularly important (whether
positive or negative, or both) to your reflection and analysis to share
g. Upload the lesson plan, video segment, and your analysis and reflection on the
lesson
The lessons you design should follow the Into, Through, and Beyond format (Brinton &
Holten, 1997) and must include the elements specified i n the guidelines for this
assignment (e.g., standards, content and language objectives, etc.). Additionally:
Lesson 1 must include the use o f technology and you must explain how the technology is
intended to enhance student learning.
Lesson 2 must be differentiated to be appropriate for a variety o f students. Teachers o f
ELLs regularly need to differentiate lessons to meet the varying proficiency and grade
levels o f ELLs, so that ELLs can learn meaningful content. This assignment requires you
to develop a differentiated lesson plan appropriate for a target population o f elementary
students that you specify. According to Tomlinson (2000),
Teachers can differentiate at least four classroom elements based on student
readiness, interest, or learning profile: (1) content—what the student needs to learn
or how the student will get access to the information; (2) process—activities
in
which the student engages in order to make sense of or master the content; (3)
products—culminating
projects that ask the student to rehearse, apply, and extend
what he or she has learned in a unit; and (4) learning environment—the way the
classroom works and feels.
To record and excerpt your lesson video: Record yourself using a videocamera, phone
(remember, you may need a tripod or a friend!), or webcam on a computer ( i f your
movements are limited enough to f i t i n the scope o f your computer's camera). Y o u
should only include those learners i n the video picture i f they have parent permission to
be videotaped. I f using a videocamera or phone, PC users can utilize M o v i e Maker and
Mac users can utilize iMovie to excerpt 1-2 minutes o f video (there are multiple tutorial
videos on YouTube which how to use these software tools, i f you have difficulty, contact
Bedrettin Yazan, technical support for this course, at bvazan(a)utnd.edu for assistance).
When your excerpt is ready to submit, you can upload it to Canvas. I f you are using a
computer webcam to record yourself, you can record your video using the Media tab in
the assignment on Canvas, and then save and upload the assignment.
D U E D A T E S FOR LESSON 1 C Y C L E
•
W R I T T E N LESSON P L A N 1 D U E OCTOBER 15, 2013, M I D N I G H T
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•
•
-

F I N A L A P P R O V A L FOR V I D E O T A P I N G OF LP 1 A P P R O V E D B Y Y O U R
SITE, PARENTS, A N D PEERCY: OCTOBER 15, 2013, M I D N I G H T .
SYNCHRONOUS R E H E A R S A L A N D C O A C H I N G W I T H S M A L L GROUP
D U E OCTOBER 22, 2013, M I D N I G H T
LESSON 1 V I D E O SEGMENT, A N A L Y S I S , A N D R E F L E C T I O N D U E
OCTOBER 29, 2013, M I D N I G H T

D U E D A T E S FOR LESSON 2 C Y C L E
•
W R I T T E N LESSON P L A N 2 D U E N O V E M B E R 19, 2013, M I D N I G H T
• F I N A L A P P R O V A L FOR V I D E O T A P I N G OF LP 1 A P P R O V E D B Y Y O U R
SITE, PARENTS, A N D PEERCY: N O V E M B E R 19, 2013, M I D N I G H T .
•
SYNCHRONOUS R E H E A R S A L A N D C O A C H I N G W I T H S M A L L GROUP
D U E N O V E M B E R 26, 2013, M I D N I G H T
• LESSON 2 V I D E O SEGMENT, A N A L Y S I S , A N D R E F L E C T I O N D U E
F R I D A Y , D E C E M B E R 6, 2013, M I D N I G H T
This lesson cycle assignment requires that students plan and implement a lesson for elementary
ESOL students. I t requires that students write standards-based content and language objectives,
plan instruction and assessment aligned with the objectives, and take diverse student needs into
account ( T E S O L - N C A T E standard 3a). Students must plan activities that integrate listening,
speaking, reading and writing as well as development o f language and content (TESOLN C A T E standard 3b). Finally, students must provide appropriate materials that they have
selected, modified, and used to address their specific students' needs ( T E S O L - N C A T E
standard 3c). I n short, this assignment, which asks teacher candidates to engage i n all parts o f
the lesson cycle, is an authentic evaluation o f the candidates' capabilities i n planning,
preparing materials, delivering instruction, and assessing student outcomes.
6.

Synthesis assignment: Reflection on lesson cycles (15%): A t the end o f the semester you w i l l
reflect on your two lesson cycles, considering the following questions (as well as other thoughts
you would like to share about your experiences): H o w are core practices evident i n your lessons?
What could be improved? What did you do well? What have you learned from doing this, both
about yourself as a teacher, and about teaching? What did you learn from doing rehearsal and
coaching before teaching the lessons? D i d you change your lessons at all based on the feedback
from the rehearsal and coaching? What would y o u do differently the next time you engage i n a
lesson cycle (preparing, teaching, and reflecting on a lesson)? H o w would you recommend this
process or assignments be changed in the fiiture?
D U E : D E C E M B E R 13, 2013
COURSE POLICIES
* * * * L A T E W O R K IS N O T ACCEPTED EXCEPT I N T H E CASE OF A SERIOUS
EMERGENCY****
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I f you know i n advance that you w i l l not be able to turn something i n on the due date due to
religious observance or participation i n university activities at the request o f university authorities,
you must make arrangements with me to turn i n the work PRIOR T O the due date. I n the case o f
an emergency or serious illness, late work w i l l only be accepted i f you contact me as soon as
possible.
Honor Code: Students are required to comply w i t h the University's Honor Code, which
prohibits cheating on exams, plagiarizing papers, submitting the same paper for credit i n two
courses without authorization, buying papers, submitting fraudulent documents, and forging
signatures. Allegations o f academic dishonesty should be reported directly to the Honor Council
(314-8450) by any member o f the campus community. For a copy o f the full text o f the Code,
please go to wwvt'.jpo.umd.edu.
Course Evaluations: As a member o f our academic community, you as a student have a number
o f important responsibilities. One o f these responsibilities is to submit your course evaluations
each term though CourseEvalUM i n order to help faculty and administrators improve teaching
and learning at Maryland. The link at which you can access the submission system is
v^^vw.courseevalum.umd.edu. B y completing all o f your evaluations each semester, you w i l l
have the privilege o f accessing online, i n Testudo, the evaluation reports for the thousands o f
courses for which 70% or more students submitted their evaluations.
Disability Support Services: A n y student w i t h a documented disability needing academic
adjustments or accommodations is requested to speak w i t h me during the first two weeks o f
class. A l l discussions w i l l remain confidential. To coordinate accommodations, students must
contact Disability Support Services and submit an accommodations request each semester.
Information is available on the web at http://www.counselin.g.umd.eda/DSS/receiving serv.html.
Additionally, i f you are experiencing difficulties i n keeping up with the academic demands o f
this course, you may contact the Learning Assistance Service (wmv.counseling.umd.edu'LAS),
2202 Shoemaker Building, 301-314-7693. Their educational counselors can help with time
management, reading, math learning skills, note-taking and exam preparation skills. A l l their
services are free to U M D students.
Inclement Weather: I f the university is closed due to inclement weather on a day this course is
scheduled, I w i l l do my best to contact y o u directly via email with this information. Y o u can
also check the status o f university closure or delays at w^^^^ulM^edu^ 301-405-SNOW, and local
radio and T V stations.
Religious Observance: The University o f Maryland policy on religious observances states that
students not be penalized i n any way for participation i n religious observances. Students shall be
allowed, whenever possible, to make up assignments that are missed due to such absences.
However, they must contact the instructor before the absence with a written notification o f the
projected absence, and arrangements w i l l be made for make-up work or examinations.
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Week & Topic
W E E K 1:

E D C I 636- Fal
Readin
Brinton, D . M . , & Holten, C. (1997). Into, t
develop content-based material. English

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 1: English lang

Introduction to Course
Brief article about the Into, Through, and
http://vvww.vesmagazine.ora/for-teachers/
planning-framework-for-using-yes-in-the-c
Wiggins, G. P. & McTighe, J. (2005). Und
V A : A S C D . Read the Introduction and pg

W E E K 2:

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 2: Second lan

Collisson, C. (2006). Teaching children to
C , Johnston, P., & Rogers, R. (Eds.), Cri
preparing responsive teachers (pp. 78-

Wiio are ELLs?

Laliberty, E.A. & Berzins, M . E . (2000). Cr
Primary Voices K-6, 5(4), 11-17. (Canva

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 3: Classroom

How do they learn?
What are comprehensible
input and
receptive/productive
skills?
WEEK 3

H o w do standards affect Common Core State Standards (CCSS);
the instruction o f ELLs?
watch the video explanation
at http://mdk 12.org/instruc

1

What are content and
language objectives?
What is scaffolding?

WEEK 4

o
o

read information about CC
http://ww^\corestandards.o
standards

M S D E English Language Development S
o http://mdkl 2.org/instructio
o link to grade-level W I D A st
instance, grades 3-5,
http://mdkl2.org/instruction
ft Grades3-5.pdf) to see ex
W I D A (language developm
Himmel, J. (2012). Language Objectives
for English Learners. Available at: http
Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 8: Reading an

Freeman, D.E. & Freeman, Y.S. (2000).
Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann. Chapters 3

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 4: Oral langua
acquisition

What is effective reading Freeman, D.E. &, Freeman, Y.S. (2000).
instruction for ELLs?
Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann. Introductio
WEEKS
What is oral language
development?
H o w can I value and
support reading for
ELLs?
WEEK 6
Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 5: Emergent li
read
H o w can teachers
support E L L s ' emergent Freeman, D.E. & Freeman, Y.S. (2000).
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WEEK?

literacy?

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 6: Words and
development

Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann. Chapters 6

WEEKS

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 11: Reading a

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 7: English lear

Why is vocabulary
knowledge important for
ELLs?

What is process writing
and how does it help
ELLs?

Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 10: Content re
organizing and remembering

Tomlinson, C. A . & McTighe, J. (2006). In
understanding by design. Alexandria, V
partnership, pgs. 1-11) and Chapter 9 (B
instruction through the lens o f U b D and D

WEEK 9
Peregoy & Boyle Chapter 9: Content rea
reading
What are prereading and
during reading strategies Tomlinson (2000), Differentiation o f Instr
to use w i t h ELLs?
http://ceep.crc.uiuc.edu/eecearchive/dige
What is differentiated
instruction and how do I
use it w i t h ELLs?
W E E K 10
What is differentiated
instruction and how do I
use it w i t h ELLs?
What are postreading
strategies to use with
ELLs?
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Samway, K . D . (2006). When English lan
practice, K-8. Portsmouth, N H : Heinema

Samway, K . D . (2006). When English lan
/7rac//ce,
Portsmouth, N H : Heineman

W E E K 11
Samway, K . D . (2006). When English lan
practice, K-8. Portsmouth, N H : Heinema
What do we know about 60).
teaching writing to
ELLs?
W E E K 12
Catch-up
W E E K 13
Catch-up
W E E K 14
How do E L L s ' gender,
race, etimicity, social
class affect their writing?
W E E K 15
Course Wrap-up
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E D C I 638: Teaching E S O L
Reading and Writing in the Secondary Content Areas
University of Maryland, College Park, Spring 2014
Tuesdays, 5:00 pm- 7:45pm
Professor: Dr. Drew Fagan
Email: dfagan@umd.edu
Office: 2304K Benjamin Building
Office Hours: Tuesdays 3:00-4:00 p m or by appointment
Class Location: A S Y 3219
T A : Pei-Jie (Jenny) Chen (email- pjchen@umd.edu)
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This hybrid course presents an overview o f the research and practical implications o f teaching
reading and writing i n the secondary content areas to English language learners (ELLs).
C O U R S E G O A L AND O B J E C T I V E S
COURSE G O A L : Following the International TESOL Organization's P-12 Standards, the goal
of this this course is to use instructional strategies appropriate for E L L s to communicate
information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic success in the content areas.
Specifically, the course w i l l focus on the T E S O L / N C A T E Domain 3a: Planning for StandardsBased ESL and Content Instruction, Domain 3b: Implementing and Managing Standards-Based
ESL and Content Instruction, and Domain 3c:Using Resources and Technology Effectively i n
ESL and Content Instruction
OBJECTIVES: A t the conclusion o f the course, students w i l l be able to meet the following
objectives based on the Maryland State Department o f Education (MSDE) and :
1.

Design strategic instruction using appropriate reading materials to achieve content area
goals.
2. Use a variety o f strategies to promote student independence i n content area reading.
3. Use a variety o f texts and approaches, including technology, to assist students who are
having difficulty i n reading.
4. Incorporate methods i n the content areas to address the diverse backgrounds o f their
students including culture, language (dialect and ESOL), disabilities, and giftedness.
5. Implement coherent classroom approaches for assessing content area literacy.
D E P A R T M E N T A L AND S E C O N D L A N G U A G E E D U C A T I O N AND C U L T U R E
PROGRAM GOALS
The goal o f teacher preparation programs at the University o f Maryland, College Park is to
prepare discipline-based, reflective practitioners for a pluralistic society through research-based
inquiry. Students preparing to be certified ESOL teachers learn to be reflective, to develop a
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broad repertoire o f teaching skills, to develop relationships w i t h culturally and linguistically
diverse students and colleagues, and to base their teaching practice on sound theory and research.
Program standards are aligned w i t h the five domains o f the N C A T E / T E S O L standards:
Language, Culture, Plarming for Standards-based ESL and Content Instruction, Assessment, and
Professionalism. Students are expected to adopt critical perspectives and to apply theory to
research and practice i n culturally and linguistically diverse settings.
R E Q U I R E D T E X T S AND R E A D I N G S
1. Alvermann, D.E., Gillis, V . A . , & Phelps, S.F. (2013). Content area reading and literacy:
Succeeding in today's diverse classrooms ( 7 * edition). Boston: Pearson.
2.

A l l other readings are available on E L M S (and are listed below). Please bring a paper
or electronic copy of the E L M S readings with you to class to allow you to participate
in class discussions/activities.

ASSASSIGNMENTS AND E V A L U A T I O N
Participation, Professionalism, & Attendance
Discussion Board Weekly Reflections
Online Discussion Leading
Classroom Observation Analysis
Unit Plan Proposal
Microteaching
Unit Plan

10%
10%
10%
15%
15%
10%
30%

TOTAL:

100%

1. Participation, Professionalism, & Attendance (10%): Students are expected to fully
participate i n the course regardless o f an in-person or online session. In-person sessions are set
up seminar-style, not lecture. To fully grasp the material, it is necessary that all students have
prepared the assignments due for that day's class (check elms.umd.edu daily for any updates),
arrive on time for class, and actively participate i n whole-class discussion and group-work
activities. For online weeks only, students w i l l have done all readings for the week and
completed all other assigned work for those online weeks, including activities via the internet o f
Google Docs or presentations o f readings (see Item #3 below), and presentations o f developed
materials (an online session week should take the same amount o f time as an in-class session
week). On these online weeks, all assignments pertaining to that day should be completed by
Tuesday, 8pm (the end o f our regular class periods). A n y assignment not completed by the due
date w i l l result i n a deduction i n grade. Regardless o f in-person or online sessions. Students are
expected to show courtesy and respect for all those i n the course and take ownership not only o f
their o w n learning but share responsibility for their colleagues' learning.
Regular attendance (in-person and online) is essential for this course. More than one absence or
late arrivals/early departures without a legitimate reason will result in an automatic
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decrease in grade (in cases o f legitimate absence- make arrangements w i t h another students to
get missed material).
2. Discussion Board Weeldy Reflections (10%): Given that this is a hybrid course, much work
w i l l be done online. Every week (online or in-person), students w i l l be reflecting on all o f this
information i n weekly discussion boards where people can talk about the new information.
Students are responsible for (a) I N I T I A T I N G one topic/thread on the information presented and
pose a question for others to answer, and then (b) R E P L Y I N G to O N E PERSON'S thread. That
means students need to have a total o f 2 posts each week. For specific criteria on what is
expected o f you w i t h the discussion board postings, see the "Discussion Board Weekly
Reflections" under "Files". Note that all Discussion Board Postings for a given week (online or
in-person) are due on Monday at 9 pm.

3. Online Discussion Leading (10%): For each online session week, a team o f 4-5 Discussion
Leaders w i l l present on the readings for that week. I n addition to partaking i n the discussion
board themselves, discussion leader teams w i l l be responsible for putting together a PPT
covering the topics i n the readings and summarizing their colleagues' initiations/responses i n the
Online Discussion Board forum. More information can be found under "Discussion Leader
Information" under "Files" on E L M S . Y o u w i l l be assigned your weeks on the first day o f class.

4. Classroom Observation Analysis (15%): To ground the readings and activities done i n this
course i n actual teaching contexts, you w i l l observe a lesson done i n a secondary education ESL
classroom or a classroom where the majority o f students (>50%) are ELLs. Taking what you
have learned i n this class, y o u w i l l describe and analyze how the instructor approaches the
teaching o f reading and/or writing to ELLs. A list o f schools w i l l be provided, but i n the end it is
your responsibility to find a location to do the one-lesson observation. Further information on the
observation can be found on E L M S .
C L A S S R O O M O B S E R V A T I O N D U E D A T E : March 11, 2014

5. Unit Plan Proposal (15%): The final project o f this course is a detailed unit plan designed
around a central content theme that would be taught over the course o f three lessons w i t h
secondary ELLs. This unit plan is to be created by you for ELLs i n a content area o f your
choosing. To help scaffold this final project, students w i l l turn i n a unit plan proposal outlining
the following information:
Background
1. What are the demographics o f your student population (grade. L i s , educational
background o f students, age)?
2. The content area o f the unit and its theme.
3. The duration o f each lesson within the unit.
For the overall unit and each lesson:
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1
2,
3
4

What
What
What
What

are
are
are
are

the
the
the
the

standards on which your unit and individual lessons are based?
overall content and language goals o f the unit?
content objectives for each lesson?
language objectives for each lesson?

Strategies
1. Provide at least one reading strategy that w i l l be used
2. Provide at least one writing strategy that w i l l be used
Assessment
1. What types o f formative assessments w i l l be used over the course o f the unit?
2. What types o f summative assessments w i l l be used at the end o f each lesson/the overall
unit?
Further information about the unit plan proposal can be found on E L M S .
U N I T PROPOSAL DUE: A p r i l 1, 2014

6. Microteaching (10%): During the final week o f the course, all students w i l l have the
opportunity to microteach one o f the activities created for the unit plan. The class w i l l be divided
into smaller groups, and w i t h i n the groups each student w i l l have 5-7 minutes to do a mini
version o f an activity from the unit created. Others i n the group w i l l be act as "students" for the
"teacher." One part o f your grade w i l l also include self-assessment o f your teaching as well as
your feedback from your fellow colleagues. Each "teacher" w i l l provide some context to the
"students" describing the E L L population, the unit created, where i n the unit this activity takes
place, and should include everything the "teacher" would do with a real class. Further
information can be found on E L M S .
M I C R O T E A C H I N G D A T E : M a y 13, 2014

7. Unit Plan (30%): For your final project, each person w i l l design a 3-hour unit that focuses on
one content area subject i n which ELLs would be taught. The unit w i l l include a description o f
the E L L population and classroom setting, as well as in-depth descriptions o f the activities and
strategies used throughout the unit. The project w i l l also include a 5-page paper justifying your
use o f activities and strategies i n the unit. This w i l l include references to research and other
sources that w i l l support your project. Further information can be found on E L M S .

U N I T P L A N D U E D A T E : M a y 13, 2014

Policy on Turning in Work:
L A T E W O R K IS NOT A C C E P T E D E X C E P T IN T H E C A S E O F A SERIOUS
E M E R G E N C Y . I n the case o f a serious emergency or illness, late work w i l l only be accepted i f
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you contact me by email, phone, or i n person ahead o f time, or as soon as possible after the
incident.
I f you know i n advance that you w i l l not be able to turn something i n on the due date because o f
religious observance or participation i n university activities at the request o f university
authorities, you must make arrangements to w i t h me to turn the work i n PRIOR TO the due date.

Grading Scale:
A + = 98-100%

B + = 88-89.9%

C+ = 78-79.9%

D + = 68-69.9%

A = 94-97.0%

B = 84-87.9%

C= 74-77.9%

D = 64-67.9%

A - = 90-93.9 %

B--80-83.9%

C- = 70-73.9%

D - = 60-63.9%

F = 0-59.9%

Websites for Standards:
1. TESOL P-12 English Language Proficiency Standards:
http.tesol.org/docs/books
prek-12elpstandards_lramevvork_318.pdf
2. Maryland Common Core Standards: http://mdk 12.org/instruction/comnioncore/
3. M S D E / W I D A English Language Proficiency Standards:
http://mdk 12. rg/instructi o n/elp/
4. M S D E Content Standards: http://mdkl2.org/instruction/curriculum/index.html
5. A C T F L Proficiency Guidelines:
http.org/sites/default/files/pdfypublic/ACTFLProficiencyGuidelines2012
df

FINAL.p

University and Course Policies:
This course complies with all relevant University policies including:
1)

Code o f Student Conduct

(www.studentconduct.umd.edu)

2)

Code o f Academic Integrity (Honor Code) (www, studenthonorcouncil.umd.edu
<http://vA\'w.studenthonorcouncil.umd.edu/>)

Students are required to comply w i t h the University's Honor Code, which prohibits cheating on
exams, plagiarizing papers, submitting the same paper for credit in two courses without
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authorization, buying papers, submitting fraudulent documents, and forging signatures. The
Honor Code must be written and signed on the exam, on the Literature Review and on the
Materials project.
" I pledge on my honor that 1 have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on
this assignment/examination."
3)

Disability Support Services: Students who have documented disabilities and who wish to
discuss approved academic accommodations for this course should inform me as soon as
possible.
A l l discussions w i l l remain confidential. To coordinate accommodations, students must
contact Disability Support Services and submit an accommodations request each
semester. Information is available on the web at
http://www.counseling.umd.edu/DSS/receiving serv.html.

4)

Inclement Weather: I f the university is closed due to inclement weather on a day this
course is scheduled, check the status o f university closure or delays at www.umd.edu,
301-405-SNOW, and local radio and T V stations

Religious Observance: The University o f Maryland policy on religious observances states that
students not be penalized i n any way for participation i n religious observances. Students shall be
allowed, whenever possible, to make up assignments that are missed due to such absences.
However, they must contact the instructor before the absence with a written notification o f the
projected absence, and arrangements w i l l be made for make-up work or examinations.
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Readings
Alvermann et al., Ch. 2- Language, Div

Week & Topic
Week 1: January 28""

Freeman, Y . , & Freeman, D . (2009). Ch
language. I n Academic language for E
readers: How to help students succee
Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann.

Alvermann et al., Ch. 1- Content Litera

Murray, D.E., & Christison, M . A . (2011)
In What English language teachers n
learning (pp. 87-100). N e w York: Rout

Introduction to Course;
Who are Adolescent
ELLs?

Week 2: Februar> 4""

Working Within the
Alvermann et a l , Ch. 4- Planning for Co
Secondary Content Area
Alvermann et al., Ch. 3- Creating a Fav

Week 3: February l l *
Freeman, Y . , & Freeman, D . (2009). Ch
registers o f schooling. I n Academic lan
Understanding Academic and struggling readers: How to help
Language i n Secondary 46-70). Portsmouth, N H : Heinemann.
Education
Zwiers, J. (2008) Ch. 2- Language for A
academic language: Essential practice
(pp. 19-40). San Fr£incisco: Jossey-Bas
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Understanding the
Language o f Academ itTexts and Textbooks

Week 4: February 18'"

Pardo, L.S. (2004). What every teacher
The reading Teacher, 58, 272-280.

Lattimer, H . (2003). Ch. 1- Teaching ge
through genre: Units of study in read
20). Portland, M E : Stenhouse Publishe

Alvermann et al., Ch. 5- Assessment o

Bremer et al. (2002). Collaborative stra
secondary students' reading comprehe

Week 5: February 25*
Teaching Reading
Comprehension I : A n
Overview

Alvermann et al., Ch. 6- Preparing to R

Calderon, M . (2007). Ch. 4- Teaching r
Teaching reading to English language
improving achievement in the conten
Sage.
Week 6: M a r c h 4""

Alvermann et al., Ch. 9- Reflecting on R
Calderon, M . (2007). Ch. 3-Vocabulary
English language learners grades 6-1
achievement in the content areas (pp

Alvermann et al., Ch. 7- Reading to Lea

Teacliing Reading
Comprehension II: The
Reading Process
Week 7: March 11*
Teaching Vocabulary

Kieffer, M.J., & Lesaux N. (2010). Morp
for English language learners and their
Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 54, 47-5
Alvermann et al., Ch. 8- Increasing Voc

M A R C H 18™ S P R I N
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Ways o f Approaching
Writing

Week 9: A p r i l 1'*

Week 8: March 25""

Alvermann et al., Ch.- 10 Writing acros

Unit Plan Proposals V i r t u a l Workshop

10: Aprils'"

Zwiers, J. (2008) Ch. 4- Content-ai^a v
Building academic language: Essentia
grades 5-12 (pp. 69-100). San Francis

Ferris, D . (2011). Ch. 4- Responding to
I n Treatment of errors in second lang
M I : University o f Michigan Press.

Ferris, D . (2011). C h . l - Is error treatme
Treatment of errors in second langua
University o f Michigan Press.

Kibler, A . (2011). "1 write it i n a way tha
and adolescent L2 wriler,s describe con
Language Writing, 20, 211-226.

Booth Olson, C , Scarcella, R., & Matuc
teaching writing to English learners. I n
Fitzgerald (Eds.), Best practices in wr
402). N e w York; Guilford Publications.

Week
E L L s ' Perspectives on
Writing

Week 11: A p r i l IS'"
Assessing Writing:
Considerations &
Applications

Week 12: A p r i l 22"*
Teaching E L L s in the
Content Areas: A n
Introduction

Alveramann et al., Ch. 12- Developing
Content Areas Classes

Week 13: April 29""
Teaching ELLs Reading
& Writing in E L A &
Mathematics

Chamot, A . U . (2009). Ch. 8- Teaching
171-175). I n The CALLA handbook (2
Colombo, M . , & Furbush, D . (2009). Ch
language arts classroom. I n Teaching
language in middle and secondary m
Thousand Oaks, C A : Sage.
Chamot, A . U . (2009). Ch. 8- Teaching
CALLA handbook (2"'' edition) (pp. 21
Colombo, M . , & Furbush, D . (2009). Ch
mathematics classroom. I n Teaching E
language in middle and secondary m
Thousand Oaks, C A : Sage.

COURSE WRAP-UP

Colombo, M . , & Furbush, D . (2009). Ch
classroom. I n Teaching English langu
middle and secondary mainstream c
CA: Sage.

Chamot, A . U . (2009). Ch. 11- Teaching
The CALLA handbook (2"" edition) (pp

Week 14: May 6*
Chamot, A . U . (2009). Ch. 10- Teaching
The CALLA handbook (T^ edition).W
Teaching ELLs Reading
& Writing i n Social
Colombo, M . , & Furbush, D . (2009). Ch
Studies/History & Science classroom. I n Teaching English langu
middle and secondary mainstream c
CA: Sage.

Week 15: May 13*"
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E D C I 732: Second Language Acquisition
University of Maryland, College Park
Fall 2014
Thursdays, 5:00 - 7:45 pm

Professor: Dr. Drew Fagan
Email: dfagan@umd.edu
Office Phone: 301-405-4416
Office Hours: By Appointment
Class Location: Art & Sociology 3207
COURSE DESCRIPTION
This seminar-style course introduces students to the complexity o f second language acquisition
( S L A ) . Through inquiry, readings, in-class discussions and presentations, and research projects,
students w i l l co-construct a strong knowledge base and understanding o f the foundational
theories and research o f second language acquisition from linguistic, psycholinguistic,
sociolinguistic, and sociocultural perspectives. Through critical examinations o f SLA theories
and research, students w i l l begin to develop their own scholarly justifications for how children
acquire additional languages inside and outside o f classroom settings.
COURSE G O A L A N D OBJECTIVES
Our course goals are twofold: (1) to address the standards in Domain l a (Language as a System)
and l b (Language Acquisition and Development) i n the TESOL/NCATE P-12 Teacher
Education Program Standards, as well as Standard 2 (Knowledge o f Language and Language
Development) and Standard 4 (Knowledge o f Subject Matter) i n the National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards for teachers o f English as a New Language
OBJECTIVES: A t the conclusion o f the course, students w i l l be able to:
1.

Demonstrate an understanding o f current and historical theories and research i n language
acquisition as applied to all English language learners (ELLs).
2. Interpret relevant S L A research that w i l l inform language teaching.
3. Evaluate the nature and extent o f empirical support for S L A theories.
4. Explain the role o f individual learner variables i n the process o f learning English and
investigate how these variables may affect language acquisition.
5. Apply knowledge o f sociocultural, psychological, and political variables that facilitate or
hinder the process o f learning into their future teaching.
6. Pose new questions about relevant issues in the field o f SLA research.
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D E P A R T M E N T A L A N D SECOND L A N G U A G E E D U C A T I O N A N D C U L T U R E
PROGRAM GOALS
The goal o f teacher preparation programs at the University o f Maryland, College Park is to
prepare discipline-based, reflective practitioners for a pluralistic society through research-based
inquiry. Students preparing to work w i t h E L L s learn to be reflective, to develop a broad
repertoire o f teaching skills, to develop relationships w i t h culturally and linguistically diverse
students and colleagues, and to base their teaching practice on sound theory and research.
Program standards are aligned w i t h the five domains o f the N C A T E / T E S O L standards:
Language, Culture, Planning for Standards-based ESL and Content Instruction, Assessment, and
Professionalism. Students are expected to adopt critical perspectives and to apply theory to
research and practice i n culturally and linguistically diverse settings.
TEXTS A N D READINGS
1.

Required: SaviUe-Troike, M . (2012). Introducing second language acquisition (2"''
edition). N e w York: Cambridge University Press.

2.

Recommended: Lightbown, P., & Spada, N . (2013). How languages are learned (4'
edition). N e w York: Oxford University Press.

3.

Other readings distributed on E L M S (see list below).

ASSIGNMENTS A N D E V A L U A T I O N
Attendance, Participation & Professionalism
Weekly Discussion Board Postings
Initial Language Learning Autobiography- due September 11*
Revised Language Learning Autobiography- due November 6*
Rationale & Annotated Bibliography for Final Project- due October IS"^**
Literature Review- due December 11*

10%
15%
5%
15%
20%
35%

TOTAL:

100%

1. Participation & Professionalism (10%): Given the interactive nature o f the course, class
sessions are set up seminar-style, not lecture-style, where students are expected to participate
fiilly. To grasp the material, it is necessary that all students have prepared the assignments due
for that day's class, arrive on time for class, and actively participate i n whole-class discussion
and group-work activities. Students are also asked to bring laptops or tablets to do in-class work,
including having access to readings and doing activities via the internet or Google Docs.
Students are expected to show courtesy and respect for a l l those i n the course and take ownership
not only o f their own learning but share responsibility for their colleagues' learning.
N O T E O N A T T E N D A N C E : Y o u are allowed only one (1) day for absence without penalty. Be
sure to use it wisely. More than one absence w i l l result i n a decrease i n grade. Be sure to get any
missed information from your colleagues.
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2. Weekly Discussion Board Postings (15%): Every week, students w i l l be reflecting on
information from the readings i n weekly discussion board postings. Students are responsible for
(a) I N I T I A T I N G one topic/thread on the information presented and pose a question for others to
answer, and then (b) R E P L Y I N G to O N E PERSON'S thread. That means students need to have
a total o f 2 posts each week. Note that all Discussion Board Postings for a given week are due on
Wednesday at 9 pm.
The following information can be used to brainstorm for your initial reflection paragraph:

-

-

What did y o u find interesting i n the readings that you did not realize before?
What do y o u agree w i t h and why?
What do you disagree w i t h and why?
What was difficult to understand?
H o w does this connect to teaching ELLs?
What connections can y o u make between this information and your other TESOL
courses?
What would y o u like to know more about?

Your initial reflection paragraph should be a minimum o f 7-sentences long (no more than 9keep it direct, to the point). The information should be something y o u want to address i n some
way i n class. The last sentence should be i n the form o f a question that you want another students
to address (keep the question specific, not general, i.e., no "What do you think?" types o f
questions).
The following is expected for your response paragraph (do not reply to someone's thread that
already has a reply):

-

Clear answer to what was asked.
Justification for the answer you give.
A t least 4 sentences i n the answer.

Evaluation Criteria:
In-depth Reflection
4

In-depth Response
12

'

Grammar/Spelling
l\

Total Points
7

DUE: E V E R Y W E D N E S D A Y , 9 P M (EXCEPT W E E K 1- D U E T H U R S D A Y 5 P M )
3. Initial Language Learning Autobiography (5%): For this first project, you w i l l write a
history o f yourself as a second language, foreign language, and/or bilingual learner. Y o u should
include the languages you have been i n contact w i t h and for how long, even i f no formal
(classroom) learning was involved. The focus should be i n the learning o f the language, not just
on how it was taught. I t should include the following:
- A brief introduction o f what you think it means to be a language leamer (no more than one
paragraph)
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- The languages other than your first language you have learned (formally and informally)
- The conditions under which you have learned these languages
- Some consideration o f what factors you feel have most helped or hindered your learning o f
those languages beyond just how you were taught (provide specific examples).
- A conclusion describing how you think your language learning experiences have affected
your perceptions o f how you think languages other than the first language are acquired.
N O T E : The initial language learning autobiography is an informal history, and
citations/references are not expected.
F O R M A T T I N G R E Q U I R E M E N T S : M A X I M U M three pages typed, double-spaced, 12 pt. font,
Times N e w Roman, 1-inch margins all around (be sure to change the margins i n Word).
Evaluation Criteria:
Possible
Points
12
Clear, concise, thoughtfiil understanding o f what it means to be a language
leamer
lA
Detailed descriptions o f language formally and informally learned (other
than the first language)
Detailed description o f what factors helped/hindered learning the languages /4
(specific examples provided)
Influence of these experiences on perceptions o f language learning
/3
Carefully edited paper w i t h no grammar, spelling, or mechanic mistakes
12
l\5
T O T A L POSSIBLE POINTS
Items

D U E : SEPTEMBER 1 r " ,

2014

4. Revised Language Learning Autobiography (15%): Near the end o f the course, you w i l l
revise your initial language learning history to include terminology and concepts that were
discussed throughout the course. The first four bullet points from above must be present but
revised to include the following:
- Specific theories that can be attributed to how you acquired the language.
- The incorporation o f different concepts learned throughout the course that can be attributed
to your learning o f the language or hindering your learning o f the language.
- R E V I S E D C O N C L U S I O N : change the conclusion to focus on how your understanding o f
your own learning o f languages has evolved over this course and how that w i l l
specifically impact your future teaching o f ELLs.
N O T E : For the revised language learning autobiography, you must include a title page, in-text
references (at least three), and a reference page (all i n APA-style).
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F O R M A T T I N G R E Q U I R E M E N T S : M A X I M U M five pages typed (not including title page and
reference page), double-spaced, 12 pt. font, Times N e w Roman, 1-inch margins all around (be
sure to change the margins i n Word).
Evaluation Criteria:
Possible Points
Items
11
A l l bullets points from the Initial Language Learner Autobiography still
present.
15
Incorporation o f what theories were utilized i n how each language was
leamed (with citations and specific examples to support why you think
it is that specific theory).
15
Incorporation o f different concepts leamed throughout the course that
shows what helped/hindered your learning o f each language (with
citations and specific examples to support).
Detailed conclusion that shows how what you have leamed about your
lA
own language leaming w i l l affect your future teaching (with specific
ideas o f how you can incorporate the theories/concepts).
Carefiilly edited paper w i t h no grammar, spelling, or mechanic
12
mistakes.
Correct use o f APA-style for title page, in-text citations, reference page.
12
T O T A L POSSIBLE POINTS
/20
D U E : N O V E M B E R 6*, 2014
5. Rationale & Annotated Bibliography (20%): As we discuss various topics within the field
o f SLA, consider which topic y o u want to explore more deeply (e.g., a specific theory, input,
output, corrective feedback, ZPD, the role o f the L I , social factors, psychological factors, e t c . ) .
This topic w i l l be the basis for your final project- the literature review (see below)- which goes
into more detail about the S L A topic o f your choosing. To prepare for your final project, you w i l l
do a brief introduction/justification o f why you want to focus on this particular topic i n relation
to your current/future teaching o f ELLs (no more than 1 page) and write up an annotated
bibliography o f 5 academic references beyond class readings that focus on that topic. Y o u w i l l
get these references from academic journals available on U M D ' s library website (see pp. 7-8
here) or from other sources as outlined at the end o f each chapter i n the SaviUe-Troike textbook.
For each o f the references, you w i l l provide detailed buUetpoints o f the following:
- The research questions/purpose o f the study
- Theoretical framework/approach
- Key findings
- Implications for classroom/contributions to the field
- Limitations/gaps
- H o w this study relates to working w i t h English Language Learners i n the classroom
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After doing tliis for eacii reference, you w i l l do an overall synthesis o f what you have leamed
about this topic beyond what we have discussed i n class. Also, talk about any potential critiques
that you have about the topic that needs fiiture research (no more than one page, this w i l l be
expanded on i n the final project). Finally, come up w i t h a research question based on what you
have researched that w i l l guide your final project- the literature review. On the day it is due,
October 22"^, submit an electronic copy on E L M S , and bring i n two hardcopies for peer review.
Evaluation Criteria:
Items
Detailed and concise introduction and justification for choosing this
topic i n relation to your future teaching.
Annotated Bibliography Reference 1: Described i n full (see
buUetpoints above).
Annotated Bibliography Reference 2: Described i n full (see
buUetpoints above).
Annotated Bibliography Reference 3: Described i n full (see
buUetpoints above).
Annotated Bibliography Reference 4: Described i n full (see
buUetpoints above).
Annotated Bibliography Reference 5: Described i n full (see
buUetpoints above).
Synthesis and Critiques o f Research.
T O T A L POSSIBLE POINTS

Total Points
/3
/3
/3
/3
/3
/3
/2
/20

DUE: OCTOBER 23*^, 2014
6. Final Project- Literature Review (35%): The final project is the culmination o f your
leaming throughout the course, where you w i l l demonstrate you ability to do research, present
key aspects o f one (1) S L A topic from the course, and make connections between that topic and
working w i t h English language learners i n the P-12 classroom. To do so, you w i l l expand on the
research done for your Rationale & Annotated Bibliography and reconcile it w i t h the feedback
received fi-om peers, Qin, and Dr. Fagan.
In the form o f a literature review (in-class workshop on September 25*), you w i l l go beyond the
readings done i n this course and investigate key aspects o f the chosen S L A topic based on your
rationale for choosing this topic and a research question o f your choosing. The paper w i l l be 1215 pages done i n APA-style (not including the title page or reference pages) and must have a
minimum o f 10 sources i n the body o f the literature review. The sources should include 1 -3
seminal works, but at least seven o f the sources must be recent (post 2000) to ensure that the
information you are providing i n current. The paper w i l l be divided as follows:
1.

Part I : I n t r o d u c t i o n - Introduce the topic, rationale for choosing it, and specific
research y o u w a n t the paper to address C~2-3 pages).
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2.

Part I I : Body o f the Literature Review- Situate the topic within the research- what has
been done before and where is it now. Be sure to organize your literature i n a way that
works for your research question. I n other words, it may be chronological i f it works for
the research question, or y o u may divided up the research by topic, or y o u may divide it
up by comparison/contrast. As a literature review, you are to describe and analyze the
literature i n relation to your question and rationale. See sample literature reviews online.
M i n i m u m o f 10 sources i n the body (-8-10 pages).

3.

Part I I I : Conclusion- Bring together everything you discussed in the body back to your
research question and make connections between the topic andyour current/future
teaching o f English language learners i n the classroom (-1-2 pages).

F O R M A T T I N G R E Q U I R E M E N T S : double-spaced, 12 pt. font. Times N e w Roman, 1-inch
margins all around (be sure to change the margins i n Word), APA-style title page, in-text
citations, and reference page ( 6 * edition).
**Note for TESOL M E d Students: I f you are a TESOL M E d student working on your Seminar
paper this semester or w i l l be working on i t next semester, you can utilize aspects o f the topic
you choose for this project i n the Seminar Paper. However, you cannot directly cut and paste
from one paper to another nor can y o u come up w i t h the same exact research question or
rationale, as these constitute plagiarism. I f y o u have any questions about this or are unsure what
would constitute plagiarism, please see me.
Evaluation Criteria:
Items

Possible Points

Content
The author provides a clear background/rationale for choosing this
topic.
The author provides a clear and easily understood research question
situating the literature review. The research question directly
connects to the background/rationale
The author provides a minimum o f ten sources in the B O D Y o f the
literature review.
Each sources is clearly described A N D analyzed i n a way that shows
how the source fits into the literature review (based on the rationale
and research question) and connects w i t h one another i n the body o f
the paper. I n other words, the student is maneuvering the literature
to answer the research question, not just describing what the
literature states.
The conclusion succinctly brings together all o f the sources from the
body to re-address the research question.
The student clearly presents the implications o f this paper on future
teaching o f English language learners i n classrooms.
Organization
The student organizes the literature i n a way that logically addresses
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12
12

15
120

/3
/3

15

the research question and connects the different sources smoothly
and clearly (i.e., Source B is clearly connected back to Source A and
leads into Source C).
Grammar/Mechanics/APA-style
The paper is carefully edited for spelling, grammar, and punctuation
APA-style: The paper includes correct APA-style title page, in-text
citations, and reference page.
T O T A L POSSIBLE POINTS

15
15
/50

DUE: DECEMBER 1 1 2 0 1 4
POLICY ON TURNING I N WORK
L A T E W O R K IS N O T A C C E P T E D EXCEPT I N T H E CASE OF A SERIOUS E M E R G E N C Y .
In the case o f a serious emergency or illness, late work w i l l only be accepted i f you contact me
by email, phone, or in person ahead o f time, or as soon as possible after the incident.
I f you know i n advance that you w i l l not be able to turn something i n on the due date because o f
religious observance or participation i n university activities at the request o f university
authorities, you must make arrangements to w i t h me to turn the w o r k i n PRIOR T O the due date.

Grading Scale:
A + = 98-100%

B + = 88-89.9%

C+ = 78-79.9%

D + = 68-69.9%

A = 94-97.0%

B = 84-87.9%

C= 74-77.9%

D = 64-67.9%

A-=

B - = 80-83.9%

C- = 70-73.9%

D - = 60-63.9%

90-93.9%

F = 0-59.9%

Websites for Standards:
1. T E S O L / N C A T E Standards for P-12 Teacher Education Programs:
http://www.tesol.org/docs/books/the-revised-tesol-ncate-standards-for-the-recognition-of-initialtesol-programs-in-p-12-esl-teacher-education-(2010-pdf).pdt?sfvrsn=2
2. TESOL P-12 English Language Proficiency Standards:
http://www.tesol.org/docs/books/'hk_prek-12elpstandards
framework 318.pdf
3. Maryland Common Core Standards: http://mdkl2.org/instructioiycommoncore/
4. M S D E / W I D A English Language Proficiency Standards:
http://mdkl2.org/instructioii/curriculuiri/elp/index.html
5. M S D E Content Standards: http://mdkl2.org/instruction/curriculum/index.html
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Academic Journals:
The following journals are all accessible for free via the U M D library website. This is where the
majority o f your sources for the final project w i l l come from:
TESOL
Quarterly
Modern Language

Research-focused:
Applied
Linguistics
Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural
Development
Language
Learning
Linguistics and Education
System
Studies in Second Language Acquisition

Journal

Pedago gically-focused:
ELT
Journal
Language Arts
TESOL
Journal

University and Course Policies:
This course complies with all relevant University policies including:
1.

Code o f Student Conduct (www.studentconduct.umd.edu)

2.

Code o f Academic Integrity (Honor Code) (www, studenthonorcouncil .umd. edu
<http://www.studenthonorcouncil.umd.edu/>)
Students are required to comply w i t h the University's Honor Code, which prohibits
cheating on exams, plagiarizing papers, submitting the same paper for credit i n two
courses without authorization, buying papers, submitting fraudulent documents, and
forging signatures. The Honor Code must be w^ritten and signed on the exam, on the
Literature Review and on the Materials project.
" I pledge on my honor that I have not given or received any unauthorized assistance on
this assignment/examination."

3.

Disability Support Services: Students who have documented disabilities and who wish to
discuss approved academic accommodations for this course should inform me as soon as
possible. A l l discussions w i l l remain confidential. To coordinate accommodations,
students must contact Disability Support Services and submit an accommodations request
each semester. Information is available on the web at
http://www.counseling.umd.edu/DSS/receiving serv.html.

4.

Inclement Weather: I f the university is closed due to inclement weather on a day this
course is scheduled, check the status o f university closure or delays at www.umd.edu,
301-405-SNOW, and local radio and T V stafion

Religious Observance: The University o f Maryland policy on religious observances states that
students not be penalized i n any way for participation i n religious observances. Students shall be
allowed, whenever possible, to make up assignments that are missed due to such absences.
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However, they must contact the instructor before the absence w i t h a written notification o f the
projected absence, and arrangements w i l l be made for make-up work or examinations.
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Day & Topic
W e e k l : September4*

EDC
Fall 2014
Readings due B E

Week 2: September 11*

Saville-Troike Ch. 2

Saville-Troike Ch. 1

Diaz-Rico, L . (2014). Ch. 1- Leaming
crosscultural, language, and academ
edition) (pp. 2-27). Boston: Pearson.

S L A : A n Overview

Introduction to Course;
Learner as factor in language
learning

Week 3: September 18*

Saville-Troike Ch. 4

Saville-Troike Ch. 3 pp. 56-66

Saville-Troike Ch. 3 pp. 34-56

Diaz-Rico, L . (2014). Ch. 2- Learning
crosscultural, language, and academ
edition) (pp. 28-45). Boston: Pearson.

The Linguistic Perspective of
S L A Part 1

Week 4: September 25*
Literature Review Workshop
The Linguistic Perspective of
S L A Part 2
Week 5: October 2"'*
The Psychological Perspective
of S L A P a r t i

1

The Social T u r n of S L A

Week 8: October 23"*

Input, Interaction, and
Output

Week 7: October 16'"

Ortega, L . (2009). Ch. 10- Social dime
Understanding second language ac
Routledge.

Saville-Troike Ch. 5 pp. 118- 136

Gass, S.M. (2013). Ch. 12- Input, inte
language acquisition: An introducto
New York: Routledge.

Saville-Troike Ch. 5 pp. 106-118

Week 6: October 9*
Lightbown, P.M., & Spada, N . (2013)
L2 leaming. I n How languages are le
The Psychological Perspective New York: Oxford University Press.
of S L A Part 2

Week 9: October 30'"

Ellis, R. (2010). Corrective feedback a
Journal, 1, 3-18.

Saville-Troike Ch. 6

Feedback and S L A :
Considerations

Waring, H.Z. (2008). Using explicit po
classroom: IRF, feedback, and leamin
Language Journal, 92, 577-594.

Week 10: November 6'"

Lightbown, P.M., & Spada, N . (2006).
languages are learned (3'^^ edition)
University Press.

Fagan, D.S. (2014). Beyond 'Excellen
behind positive feedback t u m constm
ROYAL, 8, 45-63.

L e a r n e r Language and
Language Development

1

Week 11: November 13'"
The Sociocuhural/Cognitive
Debate

Week 12: November 20'"
S L A Practices in the
Classroom
Week 13: November 27'"

Week 14: December 4'"

Firth, A . , & Wagner, J. (1997). On dis
(some) fundamental concepts i n S L A
Journal, 81, 285-300.
FOR: Firth, A . , & Wagner, J. (2007). S
as a social accomplishment: Elaborat
The Modern Language Journal, 91,
R E B U l 1 A L : Gass, S.M., Lee, J., & R
(1997): N e w ideas or a new articulatio
91, 788-799.
Lightbown, P.M., & Spada, N . (2013)
i n the classroom. I n How languages
199). New York: Oxford University Pr

Saville-Troike Ch. 7

Implications of S L A Research Spada, N . (2014). S L A research and
for P-12
questions o f relevance. Language T
Week 15: December l l ' "
Course Wrap-up
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Michael D Colson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Drew S. Fagan
Monday, October 20, 2014 12:34 PM
Elizabeth Jane Beise; Francine H. Hultgren
Michael D Colson; Alexander Chen
RE: proposal for a PBC in TESOL

Hi Betsy,
Thank you for the email, and thank you for letting me know about Salisbury's name. Yes, this is derived from the existing
approved courses from the Area of Concentration in TESOL within the M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction, with the
intention that if students so choose to continue on past this PBC and apply to the M.Ed. Program and be accepted, they
would be able to transfer these courses into the program.
I can give you the current curriculum for the program with the data that you requested, along with information about
faculty and the budget question you raised later today. Below are my responses to #1 & #2:
1. The data supporting this program, both short‐term and long‐term, stems from the needs of the immediate school
districts around UMCP who want to partner with us for a non‐Master's option for their mainstream teachers to learn
more about working with their ever‐growing English language learner populations across disciplines (i.e., not just in ESL
classrooms). Specifically, I have been in meetings with Montgomery County for the past five months (the most recent
being last Monday, October 13th), and they are ready, once this program is fully approved by MHEC, to proceed with the
MOU process and start a cohort of 25‐28 that could really benefit from this program (they are aware that we cannot do
anything until final approval from MHEC is given). That county would like to ultimately have steady cohorts over the
years with different student populations (e.g., middle school teachers, elementary, etc...) to address the English
language learners' needs in specific contexts. PG County has also expressed similar needs for teachers who already have
a Master's and do not want to proceed with another one, but want to gain this theoretical and pedagogical knowledge.
Montgomery and PG have separately strongly expressed a desire to have their teachers working together on this in
cohorts of students who are also teachers in the respective counties, allowing us to tailor the courses to the counties'
specific needs. In short, this is a lucrative way for UMCP to reach out to specific student populations who otherwise
would not be applying to the M.Ed. Program or as individuals to the university as Advanced Special Students.
Beyond these closed cohorts with school districts, it would also benefit the university to have open cohorts with this
program to address a growing number of local DC metro area non‐P‐12 teachers/volunteers/community program
coordinators/career changers who are looking for a program introducing them to the field of TESOL. Since starting as the
TESOL Outreach Coordinator last year, I've had people contacting me (both in the office and at local
conferences/organizations I have presented at) asking for such programs. These are students who, at the moment,
would not want to further their studies at a Master's level (though with the option to do so later). They also would not
necessarily have access to getting to UMBC or Salisbury in‐person (they still want to have in‐person/hybrid classes,
though, as opposed to solely online courses which is a potential option at UMBC). This would be another student
population we would focus on that would not necessarily be applying to our university (or other such programs)
otherwise.
2. Shady Grove was an option for open cohorts, but in talking with the Outreach Office here at the COE we do have
other options we could look into that could be more financially appealing and be more easily accessible for students. For
closed cohorts, both Montgomery and PG Counties have expressed that they will be able to host in‐person courses for
their respective cohorts at their schools/offices. This would be discussed further in future MOUs once the program has
been approved by MHEC.
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I do apologize for the long email. As soon as I can, I will get you the other information you requested. In the meantime,
please let me know if you have any further questions. Thank you for all of your help with this, Betsy. I'll be in touch soon.
Best,
Drew
Drew S. Fagan, Ed.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor of Applied Linguistics and Language Education Outreach/International TESOL Coordinator
Department of Teaching & Learning, Policy & Leadership
2311 Benjamin Building‐ College of Education University of Maryland College Park, MD 20742
1‐301‐405‐4416

________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Jane Beise
Sent: Monday, October 20, 2014 10:41 AM
To: Francine H. Hultgren; Drew S. Fagan
Cc: Michael D Colson; Alexander Chen
Subject: proposal for a PBC in TESOL
Dear Drew: We are reviewing the proposal for the post‐baccalaureate certificate in TESOL. If I understand correctly, this
is wholly derived from the existing Area of Concentration in TESOL within the M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction, yes?
If so, it would be helpful for both the Grad PCC and the Senate PCC if you could provide the current curriculum of the
M.Ed. in TESOL, along with some data regarding how many students are currently enrolled (and where the courses are
taught and by whom).
Because this is a new certificate, it will require approval by the state. MHEC will require more information:
1) Evidence of market demand. You indicate that there are two programs (at UMBC and SU), but don't really indicate the
need. How did you come up with a cohort of 25 students? How many students are in the M.Ed. program?
2) A more explicit identification of where the program will be delivered
‐‐ it looks like you are assuming the courses will be taught at Shady Grove? Are the courses indicated already taught
there or will these be new instances specifically for this cohort?
3) More detailed information about who will teach in the program and their credentials.
4) Catalog description of the program.
In the budget, you don't include any costs for administration/coordination of the program. Is this embedded in the CoE
administrative fee? What is included in "other expenses"?
Thanks, Betsy
BTW: Salisbury University does not have "State" in its name.
‐‐
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Prof. Elizabeth Beise
Associate Provost, Academic Planning and Programs
1124 Main Administration, University of Maryland College Park, MD 20742
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Michael D Colson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Drew S. Fagan
Monday, October 20, 2014 4:58 PM
Elizabeth Jane Beise; Francine H. Hultgren
Michael D Colson; Alexander Chen
RE: proposal for a PBC in TESOL
TESOL Numbers & Faculty Info.docx

Thank you, Betsy. Question‐ are all of the locations that the COE Outreach Office has as approved locations for courses
in the counties on the list of those that Middle States has approved? In talks with the counties, we have only agreed to
those locations that the COE Outreach Office has said okay to based on their site list.
Attached you will find the information pertaining to the TESOL programs' numbers and faculty, as well as the faculty list
of those who will teach in the proposed TESOL PBC.
Based on what I have read with other programs' catalog description, here is the short blurb I have come up with for this
program (please let me know if you feel it needs adaptation for any reason):
"The Post‐baccalaureate Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) introduces participants
to the pedagogical and theoretical knowledge needed to meet the linguistically and culturally diverse needs of English
language learners across varied academic contexts. Taught by top faculty in the field, this 12‐credit program includes
courses in second language acquisition theory, ESOL pedagogy, ESOL reading and writing across content areas, and
second language assessment. Participants who complete this program will also have the option of applying to the
Master’s in Education in TESOL program here at the University of Maryland, and, if accepted, transferring these credits
towards that degree."
I also reviewed your budget questions with our Business Manager, Stephanie Goodwin. Yes, the
administration/coordination of the program is embedded in the COE administrative costs. The "Other Expenses" is the
sum of the next three lines on the sheet (Shady Grove, Entrepreneurial/Admin fee, COE fee).
Again, thank you for your help with this. Please let me know if there is anything else you need from me at this time. I
look forward to hearing back from you soon.
Best,
Drew
Drew S. Fagan, Ed.D.
Clinical Assistant Professor of Applied Linguistics and Language Education Outreach/International TESOL Coordinator
Department of Teaching & Learning, Policy & Leadership
2311 Benjamin Building‐ College of Education University of Maryland College Park, MD 20742
1‐301‐405‐4416

________________________________________
From: Elizabeth Jane Beise
Sent: Monday, October 20, 2014 4:30 PM
To: Drew S. Fagan; Francine H. Hultgren
Cc: Michael D Colson; Alexander Chen
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M.Ed. in Curriculum & Instruction:
TESOL Specialization Programs
2014‐2015 Student Numbers
TESOL Program

Number of Current
Students
23

On-campus, Online

M.Ed. In Curriculum & Instruction:
TESOL Specialization with K-12 Certification

15

On-campus, Online

OUTREACH PROGRAM (MCERT): M.Ed. In
Curriculum & Instruction:
TESOL Specialization with K-12 Certification

5

Off-campus (Laurel Center, Shady Grove,
Local Schools), Online

OUTREACH PROGRAM (PGCPS Cohort): M.Ed. In
Curriculum & Instruction:
TESOL Specialization without K-12 Certification

23

Off-campus (Owens Science Center,
PGCPS Schools), Online

M.Ed. In Curriculum & Instruction:
TESOL Specialization without K-12 Certification

Course Locations

Faculty responsible for teaching courses in all TESOL programs listed above (and future outreach programs):
Full-time TESOL Faculty:
Dr. Drew Fagan, Clinical Assistant Professor & TESOL Outreach Coordinator
Dr. Daisy Fredricks, Clinical Assistant Professor & TESOL PDS Coordinator
Dr. Jeff, MacSwan, Professor & Applied Linguistics and Language Education Programs Coordinator
Dr. Melinda Martin-Beltrán, Assistant Professor
Dr. Megan Peercy, Assistant Professor
Dr. Kellie Rolstad, Visiting Associate Professor
Dr. Denis Sullivan, Professor
Full-time Associated Faculty (from other programs):
Dr. Ebony Terrell Schockley, Director of MCERT Programs, College of Education (Background in ESL & Content Area Assessment)

Adjunct Faculty
Dr. Margaret Malone, Associate Vice President of World Languages and International Programs & Assessment Coordinator, Center
for Applied Linguistics
Faculty for Proposed TESOL PBC Program (in order of courses to be offered):
EDCI 732- Dr. Drew Fagan
EDCI 634- Dr. Kellie Rolstad
**EDCI 636- Dr. Megan Peercy
**EDCI 638- Dr. Daisy Fredricks or Dr. Megan Peercy
EDCI 631- Dr. Ebony Terrell Schockly or Dr. Margaret Malone
** Per the TESOL PBC Proposal, depending on cohort needs, either EDCI 636 or EDCI 638 will be offered.
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Statement of Issue:

The University Senate Bylaws state, “By no later than the scheduled
December meeting of the Senate, the Committee on Committees shall
present to the Senate at least eight nominees from among outgoing Senate
members to serve on the Nominations Committee. The nominees shall
include four faculty members, one exempt staff member, one non-exempt
staff member, one graduate student, and one undergraduate student.
Further nominations shall be accepted from the floor of the Senate. The
Senate, as a body, shall elect four faculty members, one exempt staff
member, one non-exempt staff member, one graduate student, and one
undergraduate to serve as the Nominations Committee.”

Relevant Policy # & URL:

N/A

Recommendation:

To approve the slate as presented.

Committee Work:

Alternatives:

The Committee on Committees met on October 21, 2014, to discuss a
process for soliciting nominations for the Senate Nominations Committee.
The Senate Office had previously emailed the Outgoing Senators regarding
the opportunity to serve on the Nominations Committee and received a few
volunteers. The Committee on Committees discussed the volunteers at the
meeting. Additional recruitment tasks were assigned. As required by the
Bylaws, the committee assembled at least eight nominees from amongst the
Outgoing Senators to present to the Senate. The Committee on Committees
voted to approve the attached slate on Friday, November 7, 2014.
To not approve the slate.

Risks:

There are no related risks.

Financial Implications:

There are no financial implications.

Further Approvals Required:

Senate Approval.

On resolutions or recommendations one by one, or
In a single vote
To endorse entire report

2014-2015 Senate Nominations Committee Slate
Name/Constituency

Department/Unit

College

Term

Division of IT/Senate Chair-Elect

DivIT

2015

Government & Politics
English
Nutrition & Food Science
Materials Science & Engineering

BSOS
ARHU
AGNR
ENGR

2015
2015
2015
2015

Office of Student Conduct

VPSA

2015

Facilities Management

VPAF

2015

Computer Science

CMNS

2015

Biology

CMNS

2015

Non-Voting Ex-Officio
Willie Brown

Faculty
Devin Ellis
Jessica Enoch
Nadine Sahyoun
Lourdes Salamanca-Riba

Exempt Staff
Kevin Pitt

Non-Exempt Staff
Michele DiGuiseppe

Graduate Student
Benjamin Bengfort

Undergraduate Student
Adip Bhargav

